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ABSTRACT

SENSITIVITY OF THE SOIL MOISTURE INITIALIZATION IN THE GENESIS OF

TWO SIMULATED MESOSCALE CONVECTIVE SYSTEMS

This study examines the sensitivity of the horizontal heterogeneities of the soil mois-

ture initialization (SMI) in the cloud-resolving grid of two real-data mesoscale convective

system (MCS) simulations during their genesis phase. We used a nested grid setup similar

to some of the current realtime forecast models. Both systems were quasi-stationary. One

system (Case 980726) formed in the Texas/Oklahoma border with a lifetime of 9h (from

2200 UTC, 26 July to 0700 UTC, 27 July 1998). The other system (Case 990802), also

with a lifetime of 9 h, initiated in western Oklahoma around 1945 UTC, 2 August 1999 and

dissipated around 0445 UTC, 3 August 1999.

Soil moisture for the finest nested grid (the cloud-resolving grid) was derived from

the Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) using 4-km grid spacing precipitation data for

a three-month period. In order to test the sensitivity of the heterogeneities of the SMI in

the cloud-resolving grid, i) Barnes objective analysis was used to alter the resolution of

the SMI, ii) the amplitude of the soil moisture field was reduced by 50%, iii) the position

of a soil moisture anomaly was altered, and iv) two experiments with homogeneous soil

moisture (31% and 50% saturation) were performed.

All of the experiments in Case 980726 with heterogeneous SMI produced a MCS with

a quasi-circular cloud shield, similar to the observed timing, size and location. Even the ex-

periment with a homogeneous SMI at 31% saturation produced a MCS with a quasi-circular
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cloud shield. However, convection was delayed in the experiment with a homogeneous SMI

at 50% saturation, and the evolution of the convective system differed substantially from

the experiments with heterogeneous SMI or homogeneous SMI at 31%. The experiments in

Case 990802 did not perform as well as Case 980726, but the model was able to reproduce

some aspects of the observed system.

Large-scale forcing provided the favorable environment for convection to develop,

but the distribution of the soil moisture determined where convection was likely to occur.

The soil moisture anomalies generated physiographic-induced mesoscale systems (PIMSs),

analogous to sea breeze, due to differential surface heating, and they assisted in organiz-

ing the convection as the MCS was developing. The larger soil moisture anomalies were

more influential in initiating and/or interacting with convection. As the initial soil mois-

ture was smoothed, the PIMSs associated with the larger soil moisture anomalies started to

strengthen, but as the smoothing reached a cutoff wavelength of 80 km, the PIMSs began

to weaken. Although the effects of the smaller soil moisture anomalies were not negligible

in initiating and/or enhancing convective precipitation, they tended to lose their signatures

with the smoothing operation. In the experiments, a negative feedback existed between

wet soil and convective precipitation which tended to suppress convection over wet soil but

favored convection at the periphery of the wet soil. Long-lived convective cells tended to

track around the wet soil and to develop at the periphery of the wet soil.

William Y. Y. Cheng
Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
Fall 2002
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The interaction between the Earth’s surface and the overlying atmosphere is a major cause

of cumulus convection (Pielke 2001). One important boundary condition in the land sur-

face is the soil moisture. Soil moisture, next to sea-surface temperature (SST), is the sec-

ond most important factor in controlling the predictability of the atmosphere (Dirmeyer and

Shukla 1993; Dirmeyer 1995). Soil moisture has a memory on the time scale of 200-300

days (Liu and Avissar 1999; Pielke et al. 1999a) and according to Shukla (cited in Dirmeyer

1995), as a boundary condition, soil moisture may perhaps be more important than SST

over the extratropical continents in the spring and summer. Soil moisture is also an im-

portant component of the hydrological cycle (Dirmeyer and Shukla 1993). In addition,

initial soil moisture is known to have impact on climate simulations (Pielke et al. 1999a)

and medium range forecasts (Yang et al. 1994) as well as short term simulations, e.g., 48

h or less (Bernardet and Cotton 1998; Grasso 2000b; Nachamkin and Cotton 2000). The

variabilities of the soil moisture and other landscape variables are important in mesoscale

and cumulus processes over land during the summer (Pielke et al. 1998). Soil moisture

affects the soil heat capacity and shortwave albedo of the surface (Entekhabi et al. 1996).

Furthermore, soil moisture has strong influence on the partitioning of surface latent and

sensible heat fluxes, boundary layer evolution, and convective stability (Pielke 2001).
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The effects of soil moisture on moist convection has been studied by various re-

searchers, e.g., Yan and Anthes (1988), Emori (1998), Nachamkin and Cotton (2000), and

Ashby et al. (2001). However, few studies have focussed the effects of soil moisture on a

special kind of convective system, the mesoscale convective system (MCS), with the ex-

ception of Nachamkin and Cotton (2000) (also documented in Bernardet et al. 2000). The

purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of soil moisture in the genesis of MCSs in

cloud-resolving simulations. The outline of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 covers

the past research on soil moisture, vegetation, and MCSs, followed by the motivation and

hypotheses of this study. Chapter 3 provides a brief description of the numerical model

and the methodology employed. Chapter 4 presents the results of the sensitivity of the soil

moisture initialization on a simulated MCS in the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle region in

July 1998. The sensitivity of a second simulated MCS in August 1999 to the initial soil

moisture is covered in Chapter 5. Finally, the summary of this study and suggestions for

future work are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Physiographic-Induced Mesoscale Systems

Surface heterogeneities in soil moisture, vegetation type or soil type can induce mesoscale

circulations through surface sensible heat flux gradients (Pielke and Segal 1986; Segal and

Arritt 1992; Pielke 2002). These surface sensible heat flux gradients result from spatial

variations in surface evapotranspiration, solar irradiance reflection/absorption and thermal

energy storage of the surface. Pielke (2002) identified these thermally-induced circulations

as physiographic-induced mesoscale systems (PIMS). These PIMSs, much like sea breeze,

can provide regions of convergence, triggering deep convection (Pielke 2001). A schematic

of a PIMS is displayed in Fig. 2.1. Due to the different surface characteristics, the land

patch on the left hand side is cooler (due to lower surface sensible heat flux) than the patch

on the right hand side. As a result, warmer (cooler) air on the right (left) patch rises (sinks),

and a PIMS develops. Most researchers have mainly focused on mesoscale circulations

induced through heterogeneities in vegetation or soil moisture. An excellent review paper

by Pielke (2001) covers many of the past research on the effects of vegetation and soil on

convective rainfall.
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2.1.1 Effects of heterogeneous vegetation

Vegetated regions are in general cooler than surrounding non-vegetated land due to differ-

ence in evapotranspiration. Thus, differential surface heating can also be created due to

the heterogeneities in vegetation inducing PIMS. Segal et al. (1988) evaluated the effects

of vegetation on PIMSs in northeastern Colorado and San Luis Valley in Colorado. They

found that for mesoscale domains covered by an extended area of very dense vegetation

(not under water or environmental stress) adjacent to bare soil area, the induced PIMS was

comparable in magnitude to that of sea breeze. Reductions in the density of vegetation

coverage (typical in most real world situations) reduce the impact of the PIMS induced

by heterogeneous vegetation. Segal et al. (1989) investigated the impact of crop areas in

northeastern Colorado on PIMSs during the midsummer by using observations and mod-

eling. They found that the temperature contrast between crop and non-crop areas to be on

the order of 10 K. However, during the daytime, the synoptic flow and the elevated, terrain-

forced (i.e., thermally induced by heating over elevated terrain) flow masked the signature

of the PIMS induced by the irrigated crop/dry land temperature contrast. Their result was

also supported by their modeling study.

Pielke et al. (1997) performed sensitivity experiments to test the importance of land-

scape on thunderstorm development in the Texas/Oklahoma region. In one simulation,

they used the current landscape (irrigated crops, shrubs, natural short-grass prairie) and

the model produced deep convection. In the second experiment, they used just the natural

landscape (short-grass prairie) and the model produced only shallow convection.

Stohlgren et al. (1998) studied the impact of the of landscape change in the plains

of Colorado on the regional climate of the adjacent natural areas in the Rocky Mountains.

Using a regional model, they found that alterations of the natural vegetation in the plains,
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principally as a result of agriculture and urbanization, produced lower temperature in the

mountains. The regional cooling can be attributed to the cooler and more humid air (from

the plains as a result of irrigation) being advected to higher elevations by the upslope flow.

Greene et al. (1999) performed sensitivity studies of landscape in a regional climate

model covering the entire continental United States (CONUS). The model included a pa-

rameterization for snowcover and snowmelt. In order to test the effects of deforestation,

in one experiment, they used the current vegetation distribution (Run 1), and in another,

the trees were replaced with short grass prairie to represent deforestation (Run 2). In Run

2, there was an 18% change (compared to Run 1) in the vegetation type across the entire

domain, modifying the surface characteristics such as albedo, roughness, transmissivity of

the vegetation canopy to incoming solar radiation, and leaf area index. Greene et al. (1999)

found that in the deforestated simulation (Run 2), the temperatures were lower (higher)

in the winter (summer). The summer result is easily explained by the lower evapotran-

spiration in the summer in Run 2 due to a lower leaf area index, thus a higher summer

temperature. The winter result can be explained by the difference in albedo. For grasslands

covered with snow in the winter, the albedo is equal to that of snow. For trees, the snow

is masked by protruding vegetation, and the effective albedo is very close to the value of

trees. Thus, with less trees and more grassland in Run 2, the albedo would be higher in the

winter, leading to a lower temperature.

Pielke et al. (1999b) studied the influence of the landscape changes on summer weather

in south Florida. Using a regional model, they performed a two-month integration with

three sets of landscape: i) the observed landscape in 1973, ii) the landscape in 1993, and

iii) the landscape in 1900. The 1900 landscape, prior to large anthropogenic changes, cor-

responded closely to the natural landscape. Pielke et al. found that in the two-month period

over south Florida, there was a 9% (11 %) reduction in precipitation with the 1973 (1993)
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landscape, using the 1900 landscape as a baseline. The average maximum temperature

within the two-month period in south Florida increased by approximately 0.5 K between

the 1900 and 1993 simulations. Pielke et al. verified the above results with the available

(albeit limited) observations.

2.1.2 Effects of soil moisture

Soil moisture can be modified by precipitation or irrigation (Pielke and Segal 1986), and the

influence of soil moisture on atmospheric circulation and convection has been investigated

by various researchers in modeling studies. In an idealized experiment, Ookouchi et al.

(1984) placed two land patches of different soil moisture availability (��, Manabe 1969)

adjacent to one another. The soil moisture availability is defined by:

�� �
�

��
� (2.1)

where � is the surface evaporation rate and �� is the potential surface evaporation rate. In

an extreme case with one land patch with �� of 1.0 adjacent to another land patch with

�� of 0.05, the maximum wind speed reached 4.5 m s�� and the maximum temperature

difference between the two land patches reached 13 K. These values are comparable to

those of sea breeze in their study (5.6 m s�� and 21 K). As mentioned earlier, similar

temperature contrast (�10 K) has also been observed over irrigated areas/non-irrigated

areas (Segal et al. 1989). In a less extreme case with one land patch with �� of 0.1 adjacent

to a land patch with �� of 0.05, the maximum wind speed reached 2 m s��, while the

maximum temperature difference between the two land patches reached 4 K.

McCorcle (1988) investigated the effects of soil moisture on the Great Plains low-level

jet. The moisture transport, boundary layer convergence and vertical motion associated

with the Great Plains low-level jet are important in nocturnal convection over the Great
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Plains region. Due to the solar heating of the sloping terrain, a thermally direct circulation

develops in which the buoyancy driven wind, pointing upslope during daytime, is turned

clockwise by the Coriolis force, and contributes to the background southerly flow (Holton

1967). McCorcle (1988) found that wetter (drier) soil over the Great Plains strengthens

(weakens) this buoyancy-driven component of the jet and its associated upward motion

and nocturnal convection. On the other hand, wetter soil over the Rocky Mountains weak-

ens the buoyancy-driven wind, thus diminishes the low-level jet and associated nocturnal

convection. Ookouchi et al. (1984) had similar findings in their idealized study with sloping

terrain. Specifically, Ookouchi et al. found that moistening the soil of the lower (higher) el-

evations of the slope created an anomalous mesoscale circulation that strengthened (weak-

ened) the upslope flow due to alteration of the thermal gradients.

Yan and Anthes (1988), in a 2D idealized model, placed strips of dry and moist land

adjacent to each other in a convectively unstable environment. They found that strips of

100-200 (24 and 48) km in width were (were not) effective in initiating convective precipi-

tation.

Fast and McCorcle (1991) imposed idealized soil moisture distribution in a hydrostatic

model with moist physics to study the effects of heterogeneous soil moisture on the passage

of a summer cold front in the central United States. The model atmospheric conditions

were initialized with real data. Heterogeneous soil moisture did not affect the position of

the front, but the thermal and wind fields were sufficiently altered. Heterogeneous soil

moisture altered the surface air temperature (surface specific humidity) by up to 6 K (7 g

kg��).

Chen and Avissar (1994a) investigated the impact of spatial variation of land surface

wetness on mesoscale heat fluxes, and found that the strongest mesoscale heat fluxes oc-

curred for surface forcings with wavelengths corresponding to the local Rossby radius of
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deformation (80-130 km). In earlier research by Dalu et al. (1991) as well as Dalu and

Pielke (1993), they found similar results with idealized models in their investigation of

the impact of surface thermal inhomogeneities on atmospheric flow. In a followup study,

Chen and Avissar (1994b) found that strongest precipitation, from shallow convection, oc-

curred when the wavelength of the land surface moisture discontinuity was close to the

local Rossby radius (80-140 km). Even when the length scale of the land surface moisture

discontinuity was on the order of 20 km, the induced mesoscale circulations could still

produce strong precipitation. The results of Chen and Avissar (1994b) seem to differ from

those of Yan and Anthes (1988) in which they found that strips of wet/dry land of 24 and

48 km in width were not effective in generating convective precipitation.

In a medium-range forecast (10 days), Yang et al. (1994) used the errors in surface

air temperature and surface relative humidity to adjust the initial soil moisture. With the

adjusted initial soil moisture, the first 5-day mean surface air temperature and mean sur-

face relative humidity forecast errors over the relatively dry portion of the domain were

reduced from 2.9 to 1.1 (2.4 to 1.3) �C and from 15 to 7.6% (15 to 8%) in the first (second)

experiment.

Castelli and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1995) used a 2D semi-geostrophic model to study the

influence of soil moisture-atmosphere in baroclinic instability. They found that when the

ascending-moist (descending-dry) areas of the baroclinic wave developed on top of a wetter

(drier) soil, the frontal collapse was reached sooner and the estimated precipitation higher.

This is consistent with observations by Namias (1959) in which he found that soil moisture

anomalies could assist in maintaining the persistence of atmospheric circulation anomalies.

In particular, an anomalous trough over a moist soil area prevents the buildup of an upper-

level ridge, and regions of dry soil (as a result of drought) are associated with an anomalous

upper-level ridge.
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Pan et al. (1996) investigated the effect of the soil moisture availability on the subgrid-

scale precipitation in the Grell (1993) and the Anthes-Kuo (Kuo 1974; Anthes 1977) con-

vective parameterization schemes (CPSs) in a real-data simulation with MM5. They found

that the soil moisture impact was exaggerated in the Anthes-Kuo scheme when compared

to the Grell scheme and the explicit moisture scheme (Hsie et al. 1984). In the Anthes-

Kuo scheme, the subgrid-scale precipitation is largely a function of the integrated water

vapor convergence, thus the subgrid-scale precipitation’s sensitivity to the surface moisture

flux. Pan et al. (1996) conjectured that in the Grell scheme, the subgrid-scale precipita-

tion is influenced by the anomalous water vapor indirectly through the cloud work function

(Arakawa and Schubert 1974), a quantity related to available moist static energy (or avail-

able moist enthalpy). They argued that variations in soil moisture did not alter the moist

enthalpy flux from the surface, thus the smaller sensitivity of soil moisture in the Grell

CPS. However, their argument about the Grell CPS was flawed. Pielke (2001) showed that

the moist enthalpy is indeed very sensitive to changes in water vapor mixing ratio, more so

than the temperature. Perhaps, there are other possible reasons for their results.

Koch et al. (1997) used satellite imagery and rain gauge data to improve on the initial-

ization of relative humidity and surface moisture availability in a mesoscale simulation of

a cold-frontal squall line. Proper representation of the evapotranspiration and atmospheric

humidity was essential in simulating the rapid development of the squall line.

Emori (1998) used a 2D model (500 km wide at 2 km grid spacing) to investigate the

interaction of cumulus convection with soil moisture distribution. He started out with a

horizontally homogeneous soil moisture initialization and the model was initialized with

a single sounding. As convection developed, wet and dry soil patches developed. Emori

found that convection preferentially occurred over drier soil. Thus, Emori discovered a

negative feedback between soil moisture and convective precipitation.
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Gallus and Segal (2000) investigated the sensitivity of the convective precipitation in

a small simulated convective system to soil moisture and CPS. In the experiments with

the Kain-Fritsch convective parameterization scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1990), the larger

initial soil moisture values delayed the onset of convection, but the precipitation maximum

decreased with increasing soil moisture. This has to do with the fact that wetter soil tended

to inhibit vertical motion, and the trigger function in the K-F depends on the vertical mo-

tion. In another set of experiments with Betts-Miller-Janjic CPS (Betts 1974; Betts and

Miller 1986; Janjic 1994)1, wetter soil tended to increase the precipitation maximum. For

the experiments with Betts-Miller-Janjic CPS, the domain-accumulated precipitation in-

creased with increasing soil moisture. The domain-accumulated convective precipitation

was more complicated in the experiments with Kain-Fritsch CPS. For the 12-h (18-h) ac-

cumulation, wetter soil tended to increase (decrease) the domain-accumulated convective

precipitation.

Grasso (2000b) tested the sensitivity of soil moisture initialization on a simulated

dryline over Oklahoma (also in Bernardet et al. 2000). He found that heterogeneous soil

moisture initialization was necessary in order for the model to produce the dryline. In

an experiment with homogeneous soil moisture initialization, the dryline did not develop.

Grasso found that soil moisture heterogeneites aided in the development and movement of

the dryline. Moist soil areas increased the low-level water vapor mixing ratio. Differential

heating as a result of soil moisture heterogeneites created PIMSs that assisted in converging

water vapor between the two moist soil areas, leading to enhancement of the low-level water

vapor mixing ratio gradient, thus strengthening the dryline. Also, the PIMSs aided in the

eastward acceleration of the winds at the dry side of the dryline by enhancing the east-

west pressure gradient. In an earlier work for his Ph.D. research, Grasso (1996) also found

1The Betts-Miller-Janjic CPS nudges the temperature and moisture to a specified reference profile.
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similar results in the sensitivity of the soil moisture initialization in two simulated drylines.

As in Grasso (2000b), Grasso (1996) found that with only homogeneous soil moisture

initialization, the model was unable to produce a dryline. However, with heterogeneous

soil moisture initialization, the model was able to produce a dryline when a long and thin

region in the domain was preferentially heated, leading to rising motion in this region.

Thus, low-level (moisture) convergence ensued, enhancing the moisture gradient in the

dryline.

Nachamkin and Cotton (2000) used the Antecedent Precipitation Index (API, Chang

and Wetzel 1991) method to initialize the soil moisture in a MCS simulation in northeastern

Colorado on July 19, 1993. Because of the dry bias of the soil moisture (obtained from

the API method) over the mountains, the soil moisture had to be altered to reduce the

unrealistically high Mountain-Plains solenoidal circulation (Tripoli and Cotton 1989a,b) in

order to achieve a more realistic simulation.

Golaz et al. (2001) studied the influence of soil moisture on cumulus clouds over

land in large-eddy simulations (LESs). They found that the surface flux was dominated by

latent (sensible) heat flux for wetter (drier) soil. In addition, they found that simulations

dominated by sensible heat flux tended to have a more turbulent boundary layer and a

higher cloud base. On the other hand, experiments dominated by latent heat flux had fewer

but more intense updrafts in the cloudy regions.

2.1.3 Effects of soil moisture and vegetation

Chang and Wetzel (1991) examined the spatial variations of soil moisture and vegetation

of the prestorm environment. They performed three experiments: i) VEG, ii) NOVEG,

and iii) NOSPA. In VEG, the fractional coverage of vegeation and the soil moisture were

horizontally heterogeneous. In NOVEG, the fractional coverage of vegetation was assumed
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to be homogeneous, while the soil moisture was horizontally heterogeneous. In NOSPA,

both fractional coverage and soil moisture were homogeneous. Small scale features present

in the low-level divergent wind pattern for both VEG and NOVEG were absent in NOSPA.

These small scale features could be important in determining the timing and location of

local severe storms.

Clark and Arritt (1995) tested the sensitivity of soil moisture and vegetation cover

in convective precipitation with a 1-D model with the Kain and Fritsch (1990) convective

parameterization scheme (K-F CPS). Larger values of initial soil moisture delayed the tim-

ing of convection, consistent with the results of Gallus and Segal (2000). Clark and Arritt

(1995) also found that increasing the initial soil moisture increased the accumulated con-

vective precipitation. This result is similar to that of Gallus and Segal (2000). Clark and

Arritt also found that vegetation cover enhanced convection, causing convection to occur

earlier and the convective precipitation to be greater. Convection did not initiate over dry,

bare soil, while moist, fully vegetated soil produced the most convective precipitation.

Pielke et al. (1999a) investigated the impact of altering the initial soil moisture and

vegetation type in a seasonal regional climate simulation. They varied the amount of soil

moisture and the current vegetation type. In their study, tall and short grasslands have been

removed and replaced with agricultural regions to simulate the impact of human agricul-

tural activities. The effect of decreased soil moisture resulted in a domain-wide increase

in maximum daily temperature. However, the current vegetation tended to decrease the

domain-averaged maximum daily temperature. In addition, they found that the interaction

between soil moisture and vegetation was small.
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2.2 Mesoscale Convective Systems

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are a special class of convective system with hor-

izontal length scales ranging from 20 to 500 km. MCSs contain organized convective

circulations on the mesoscale which are distinct from the circulations of the individual con-

vective cells and the synoptic circulation in which the mesoscale circulations are embedded

(Zipser 1982). MCSs are ubiquitous; they can be found in the tropics as well as the mid-

latitudes. MCSs account for a large percentage (30-70%) of summer rainfall in the central

United States (Fritsch et al. 1986). In addition, MCSs such as squall lines and mesoscale

convective complexes (MCCs) are associated with a large portion of severe weather during

the spring and summer, especially flood-producing storms (e.g., Midwest floods of 1993:

Kunkel et al. 1993; Bell and Janowiak 1995). On the other hand, too few MCSs in the

central United States leads to drought. Hence, MCSs are important from a climatological

and weather forecasting perspective.

Mesoscale convective systems often possess an extensive middle to upper tropospheric

stratiform-anvil cloud of several hundred kilometers in horizontal dimension (Cotton and

Anthes 1989) which appear as large cold cirrus cloud shields (Maddox 1980). Typical

lifetime of MCSs is between 6 to 12 h, and sometimes, the stratiform-anvil region of the

system can survive up to several days (Cotton and Anthes 1989). Two main types of MCSs

are squall lines and MCCs2. Squall lines are a more linear MCS in which convective cells

are organized as lines or bands. During the mature stage, squall lines are accompanied

by light, stratiform precipitation areas i) ahead of or straddling the convective line, ii) or

to the rear of or trailing the convective line (Johnson and Hamilton 1988). On the other

hand, MCCs possess more circular cloud shields (Maddox 1980). However, some MCSs

2In the tropics, MCCs are called tropical cloud clusters (Cotton and Anthes 1989).
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appear to be MCCs from a satellite perspective, but may look like squall lines from a radar

perspective (Djurić 1994).

2.2.1 Squall lines

Using observations from the OK PRE-STORM3 field campaign, Johnson and Hamilton

(1988) observed many common squall line features that have emerged from previous stud-

ies (see summary in Cotton and Anthes 1989). The squall line air-relative flow contains

two main currents (Fig. 2.2a): i) a sloping front-to-rear flow originating from low levels

(ahead of the surface gust front) to high levels in the rear and ii) rear-inflow jet (coined by

Smull and Houze 1987b). In a squall line with trailing stratiform precipitation, Johnson

and Hamilton (1988) observed three surface pressure signatures: i) the pre-squall mesolow,

ii) the squall mesohigh, and iii) the wake low (Fig. 2.2b).

The front-to-rear flow transports hydrometeors rearward from the convective line to

the stratiform region where they contribute to the precipitation there (Smull and Houze

1985; Rutledge and Houze 1987). Additional precipitaton in the stratiform region comes

from i) successive incorportation of old convective cells from the convective line and ii) the

in situ production of new condensate by a mesoscale updraft (Brown 1979; Gamache and

Houze 1982; Rutledge 1986; Smull and Houze 1987a; Rutledge and Houze 1987).

The rear-inflow jet descends towards the convective line through the stratiform region.

The rear-inflow jet and its associated mesoscale descent appear to play an important role

in determining the pressure distribution to the rear of the squall line. The wake low, a

result of subsidence warming, is a surface manifestation of the descending rear-inflow jet.

The subsidence warming is strongest at the back edge of the precipitation area where the

evaporative cooling is too weak to offset the strong adiabatic warming.

3OK PRE-STORM stands for Oklahoma-Kansas Preliminary Regional Experiment for STORM-Central.
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According to Hoxit et al. (1976), the pre-squall mesolow is caused by subsidence

warming in the mid-to-upper troposphere ahead of the squall line. The squall mesohigh,

rear of the squall line, is co-located with areas of heavy precipitation and convective down-

drafts. Sawyer (1946) and Fujita (1959) attributed the mesohigh primarily to rainfall evap-

oration. However, Fujita (1959) noted that in certain situations, there could be additional

nonhydrostatic contribution to rise in surface pressure by the precipitation downdraft im-

pacting the ground. Hydrometeor loading could also contribute to the mesohigh (Sanders

and Emanuel 1977).

Squall lines take on different forms of organization. Bluestein and Jain (1985) studied

a 11-year radar reflectivity dataset from the National Severe Storms Laboratory in Nor-

man, Oklahoma, and they found four types of (severe) squall lines: i) broken line, ii) back

building, iii) broken areal, and iv) embedded areal (Fig. 2.3). Broken line formation has

a tendency to form along cold fronts in a multicell environment (relatively weak vertical

shear and large CAPE), whereas back building forms along any boundary in a supercell

environment (high CAPE, moderate to high shear, high relative helicity). Broken areal

squall lines develop from interaction of thunderstorm outflow boundaries. Embedded areal

squall lines may be examples of warm-frontal bands and wide cold-frontal bands, and occur

when a convective line appears within a larger area of stratiform precipitation. Embedded

areal squall lines possess relatively low values of CAPE, and probably develop through

some hydrodynamic instability or ducted gravity waves. Of the four modes documented by

Bluestein and Jain (1985), the embedded areal mode occurs the least frequently.

2.2.2 Mesoscale convective complexes

The MCC represents a more circular MCS, and the exact definition was first introduced

by Maddox (1980) and is shown in Table 2.1. From a composite obtained from ten MCC
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cases, Maddox (1983) found common large-scale features associated with the develop-

ment of MCCs in the United States, such as weak mid-level short-wave trough, east-west

quasi-stationary front, low-level jet coupled with strong low-level �� advection. Specifi-

cally, MCCs typically form in the vincinity of a weak surface front, with a pronounced,

southerly low-level jet transporting warm, moist air into the region. While MCC forma-

tion is linked to a weak, eastward propagating short-wave trough at midlevels, the primary

forcing apparently is due to low-level warm advection. Cotton et al. (1989) and Laing and

Fritsch (2000) found similar results for MCCs in the central United States and worldwide,

respectively. In addition, Maddox (1983) found that the MCC is a warm-core (cold-core)

system in the mid-troposphere (upper-troposphere). Low to mid-level convergence feeds a

strong upward mass flux. The warm-core structure results in a meso-anticyclone and strong

outflow at upper levels, but the relative flow at midlevels is very light.

Table 2.1: The definition of Mesoscale Convective Complex (Maddox 1980)
Size (A) Cloud shield with IR temperature � -32 �C, must have

an area � 100,000 km�

(B) Interior cold cloud region with temperature � -52 �C,
must have an area � 50,000 km�

Initiate Size definitions A and B are first satisfied
Duration Size definitions A and B must be met for a period � 6h
Maximum extent Continuous cold cloud shield (IR temperature � -32 �C)

reaches maximum size

Shape (minor axis/major axis) � 0.7 at time of maximum extent
Terminate Size definition A and B no longer satisfied

McAnelly and Cotton (1986) examined the meso-� characteristics of 12 MCC cases

over the central United States from 3-10 August 1977. They classified the MCCs into

“western” versus “eastern” MCCs. MCCs with origins along the eastern slopes of the

Rockies and High Plains were named “western” MCCs. On the other hand, the MCCs with
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origins further east over the more level and lower terrain of Missouri and Iowa were called

“eastern” MCCs. The MCCs in the sample had a tendency to occur in the vicinity of, and

track along, a quasi-stationary front. McAnelly and Cotton further categorized the MCCs

according to size. The smaller (larger) MCCs had an average area (enclosed by the -53

�C isotherm) less than 120,000 km� (greater than 270,000 km�). There were three MCCs

in each of the four subcategories. The larger MCCs tended to have a longer lifetime than

smaller MCCs, and the western MCCs had a longer lifetime than the eastern MCCs. The

thunderstorms in the MCCs were organized into meso-�-scale convective clusters or bands.

The larger MCCs had multiple meso-� clusters/bands throughout their lifecycle, while the

smaller MCCs were dominated by a single meso-� component. The larger western MCCs

developed on the High Plains from the growth, interaction, and merger of several meso-�

convective features. The larger eastern MCCs, generated in Iowa and Missouri, involved

fewer discrete meso-� components in their formation, with a tendency to develop upscale

from one or two vigorous meso-� convective clusters. The meso-� clusters in the larger

western MCCs were more chaotic and random.

In a followup to their earlier work, McAnelly and Cotton (1989) found that i) the

small, less organized systems were “drier” than the similar sized but better organized

MCCs; ii) large systems were “rainier” than smaller ones; iii) large eastern systems were

“rainier” than large western MCCs; and iv) the eastern systems, both large and small, had

a more coherent and intense core of heavy precipitation throughout its lifecycle than the

western systems, presumably due to a more steady-state, less chaotic evolution of the con-

vective substructure.

Cotton et al. (1989) found that the area enclosed by the -32 �C isotherm of a mature

mid-latitude MCC to be 322 km or slightly larger than the Rossby radius of deformation
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��. The Rossby radius of deformation is defined as:

�� �
��

�	 � 
������� ��� � 
����
� (2.2)

where � is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, � the scale height of the circulation, 	 the ver-

tical component of the relative vorticity, 
 the Coriolis parameter, and � the tangential

component of the wind at the radius of curvature �. Quoting Cotton et al. (1989), hence a

mature MCC “represents an inertially stable mesoscale convective system which is nearly

geostrophically balanced and whose horizontal scale is comparable to or greater than ��.”

The difference between a tropical MCC (tropical cloud cluster) and a mid-latitude MCC

is that due a smaller Coriolis parameter in the tropics, �� is larger, hence given the same

geometric dimensions, tropical cloud clusters are not as balanced.

2.3 Motivation and Hypotheses

As mentioned previously in this chapter, past modeling studies have demonstrated the sen-

sitivity of convection to soil moisture distribution, but many of them were initialized with

idealized atmospheric conditions. Also, with the exception of Ashby et al. (2001), Chen

et al. (2001b), and Nachamkin and Cotton (2000), few studies have examined the sensitiv-

ity of real-data convective storm simulations to initial soil moisture on the cloud-resolving

scale (i.e., with a grid spacing of 4 km or less, see Weisman et al. 1997). Finally, even

fewer studies have investigated the sensitivity of initial soil moisture in cloud-resolving

simulations of MCSs.

When the model grid spacing is too coarse, convective parameterization is required to

account for the subgrid scale convective processes. The treatment of convective parameter-

izations is dependent on the grid spacing, and closure relies on the statistical correlation be-

tween subgrid scale and grid scale processes (Kain and Fritsch 1990). Thus, no convective
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parameterization is perfect and there are always uncertainties involved. Cloud-resolving

simulations, using no convective parameterization, avoid many of the problems in simu-

lations with coarse resolutions where convective parameterization is required. Currently,

many academic institutions, e.g., at Colorado State University, are already running their

realtime forecast models at cloud-resolving scales and with the affordability of computing

resources, seasonal simulations with regional models can be nested down to the cloud-

resolving scale. Thus, testing the impact of soil moisture initialization in cloud-resolving

simulations of MCSs would have applications in forecasting and seasonal prediction in ar-

eas where MCSs are prevalent. Besides forecasting and seasonal prediction, understanding

the impact of soil moisture on convection and MCSs has applications in agriculture and

water resource management.

The focus of this research is to test the following hypotheses:

� Mesoscale circulations generated by soil moisture anomalies can be important in

initiating and organizing convection (Pielke 2001).

� The PIMS generated by a larger soil moisture anomaly (on the order of 100 km in

size) should be weakly dependent on the internal fine-scale features within the soil

moisture anomaly (Entekhabi et al. 1996).

� Although smaller soil moisture anomalies (20-40 km in size) generate weaker mesoscale

circulations, their impact on convective precipitation may not be entirely negligible

(Xian and Pielke 1991; Chen and Avissar 1994b).

� Extrapolating the 2D study by (Emori 1998), convection should be suppressed or

delayed over wetter soil, even though wetter soil has a higher convective available

potential energy (CAPE).
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To test the above hypotheses, we simulated two typical summer MCS cases in the

central United States using real data initialization. Although MCSs develop “upscale” from

ordinary convective cells (McAnelly et al. 1994), synoptic and mesoscale features such as

frontal boundaries, dry lines, upper-level and low-level jets often provide a favorable envi-

ronment for mid-latitude MCSs to develop (Cotton and Anthes 1989). Thus, using real data

initialization allows convection to develop realistically and avoids the use of “warm bub-

bles” to trigger convection as in many idealized simulations. We examined the sensitivity

of the model to soil moisture initialization from a high resolution dataset during the genesis

phase of the MCS. We focussed on the genesis phase because as mentioned in the previous

section, a mature MCS (especially a MCC) is a more inertially stable system. Thus, it is

anticipated that the surface fluxes and PIMSs would be more (less) influential in the MCS’s

incipient (mature) stage.

We varied i) the resolution of the soil moisture initialization (SMI) by applying the

Barnes (1964) objective analysis as a smoothing operator, ii) the amplitude of the SMI to

evaluate the strength of the PIMS generated by the wet soil moisture anomalies, and iii)

the location of a soil moisture anomaly to test whether a wet soil moisture anomaly can

suppress convection. Understanding the importance of the resolution of the soil moisture

initialization needed to properly simulate convection is an important issue because we can

optimize our resources to obtain the minimum resolution of soil moisture data to econo-

mize cost. In addition, we performed experiments with homogeneous SMI to contrast with

experiments with heterogeneous SMI. We wish to emphasize that we were not trying to

replicate the event to 100% accuracy, but only to study sensitivity of the cloud-resolving

MCS simulation to the SMI. By running real-data simulations, we can see how a model

with realistic initial atmospheric conditions respond to different SMI, and how the PIMSs

generated by the soil moisture anomalies influence the development of the MCS.
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Figure 2.1 A typical PIMS vertical cross section over land. PA represents an area
with reduced surface sensible heat flux (positive Hs1, Hs2) compared to
surrounding (Hss). In some cases, the surface sensible heat flux of PA
might even be negative (Hs3). Over PA, a suppressed convective boundary
layer or occasionally even a stable boundary layer, occurs over PA as com-
pared to surroundings. Taken from Segal and Arritt (1992).
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Figure 2.2 a) Schematic cross-section through wake low; b) surface pressure and
wind and precipitation of a mature squall line; Dashed line in (a) denotes
zero relative wind. Arrows indicate streamlines, not trajectories. Taken
from Johnson and Hamilton (1988).
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Figure 2.3 Classification of squall line development. Taken from Bluestein and
Jain (1985).
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Chapter 3

NUMERICAL MODEL AND
METHODOLOGY

3.1 Numerical Model

In this study, we used the Colorado State University Regional Atmospheric Modeling Sys-

tem (RAMS) Version 4.29 (Tripoli and Cotton 1982; Pielke et al. 1992; Cotton et al. 2002).

RAMS is a versatile modeling system, capable of simulating atmospheric flows from the

hemispheric scale down to the large-eddy scale. As a research model, RAMS has been used

to simulate a variety of cloud systems, e.g., supercells (Grasso 2000a; Finley et al. 2001),

tornadoes (Grasso and Cotton 1995), mesoscale convective systems (Olsson and Cotton

1997; Bernardet and Cotton 1998; Nachamkin and Cotton 2000), boundary layer clouds

(Golaz et al. 2001), and cirrus clouds (Wu et al. 2000; Cheng et al. 2001). Also, RAMS

has been used as a regional climate model (e.g., Copeland et al. 1996; Pielke et al. 1997;

Stohlgren et al. 1998; Greene et al. 1999; Pielke et al. 1999a; Eastman et al. 2001a,b; Liston

and Pielke 2001; Lu et al. 2001), In additon, RAMS is currently being used in operational

weather forecasting at i) Colorado State University, ii) NOAA Air Resources Laboratory

Transport Modeling and Assessment Group and iii) Laboratorio per la Meteorologia e la

Modellistica Ambientale (Italy).
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Some key features of the model include: i) the interactive Land Ecosystem-Atmosphere

Feedback model (LEAF-2, Walko et al. 2000), ii) a two-moment bulk microphysics pack-

age (Harrington et al. 1995; Meyers et al. 1997), iii) a two-stream radiative transfer model

that is coupled to the microphysics package (Harrington 1997; Harrington et al. 1999). No

convective parameterization was used at all.

LEAF-2 prognoses the temperature and water content of soil, snowcover (non-existent

for this study), vegetation and canopy air and also accounts for the turbulent and radiative

fluxes i) amongst the above mentioned components and ii) between the atmosphere and

the above mentioned components. In addition, LEAF-2 contains a hydrological model

that accounts for the surface and subsurface downslope lateral transport of groundwater.

An additional feature of LEAF-2 allows the surface grid area to be divided into multiple

subgrid area or “patches” of distinct land types with their own surface characteristics. Each

patch interacts with the overlying atmosphere with a weight proportional to its fractional

area. We used four land patches in this study. The land surface characteristics for the four

patches in each grid surface area are selected from the four most dominant land types.

The two-moment microphysics package prognoses the number concentrations and

mixing ratios of rain, pristine ice, aggregates, snow, graupel and hail. The cloud water

mixing ratio is prognosed while the cloud water number concentration is specified. Vapor

mixing ratio is diagnosed. In addition, through the coupling with the two-moment cloud

microphysics, the two-stream radiation model accounts for the habit (the non-sphericity) of

the ice hydrometeors in the radiative transfer equations (Harrington 1997; Harrington et al.

1999). A summary of the model physics used in this study is given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Model options used in RAMS (with parts taken from Cotton et al. 2002).
Basic equations � Non-hydrostatic time-split compressible.
Vertical coordinate � Terrain-following � coordinate (Tripoli and Cot-

ton 1982).
Map projection � Oblique stereographic coordinate.
Grid structure � Arakawa C-grid (Arakawa and Lamb 1977).

� Telescopically nested grids.
Time differencing � Hybrid combination of leapfrog and forward-in-

time (Tripoli and Cotton 1982).
Turbulence closure � Grids 1 and 2: Mellor-Yamada level 2.5 scheme

with ensemble averaged TKE (Mellor and Yamada
1982).
� Grid 3: Smagorinsky (1963) deformation-K clo-
sure scheme with stability modifications made by
Lilly (1962) and Hill (1974).

Cloud microphysics � Level 4- Two-moment bulk scheme (Meyers et al.
1997).

Convective parameterization � None.
Radiation � Two-stream radiation package that interacts with

the bulk microphysics (Harrington 1997; Harrington
et al. 1999).

Land surface model � Soil/vegetation parameterization (LEAF2, Walko
et al. 2000).

Upper boundary condition � Rigid lid.
Lateral boundary condition � Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978) radiative boundary

condition.
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3.2 Soil Moisture

Soil moisture for grid 3 was inferred from the GCIP1 precipitation archive by using the

Antecedent Precipitation Index (API, Chang and Wetzel 1991). The API on the ��	 day is

given by:

���
 � �
 � ������
��� (3.1)

where the API value on the ��	 day depends on the rainfall accumulation on the ��	 day

(�
), depletion coefficient (�) and the API value on the ��� ���	 day. The depletion

coefficient is less than unity and has a time dependence to account for the seasonality:

� � �� ����

�
���

�
��

��� �� � ���

��

�
� �

�
� (3.2)

where � is the time in Julian days, �� is 15 days, �� is 91.25 days, and �� is 365 days. The

above expression came from T. J. Lee (a former student of Prof. Roger Pielke at Colorado

State University) and the justification of the sinusoidal functional form of � can be found in

Choudhury and Blanchard (1983). To compute the fractional saturation in volumetric soil

moisture (����), we use the following expression:

���� �
���

�����

� (3.3)

where ����� is the maximum API value possible taken to be 40 mm.

The GCIP precipitation dataset has a grid spacing of 4 km and covers a large portion

of the CONUS. We interpolated the soil moisture to grid 3 by using a bicubic spline in-

terpolation (Vetterling et al. 1992). The minimum volumetric soil moisture was set to be

0.1 m� m��, a typical value in the Oklahoma Mesonet soil moisture data. In addition, we

assumed the soil moisture to be constant with depth.

1GCIP is the acronym for GEWEX Continental-Scale International Project and GEWEX stands for Global
Energy and Water Cycle Experiment. A description of the aforementioned field projects can be accessed at
the following website: http://www.joss.ucar.edu.
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Note that we did not use the API method to initialize soil moisture on grid 1 because

of the limited area of the GCIP precipitation data. Instead, we used the Eta Data Assim-

ilation System (EDAS) soil moisture (40 km grid spacing) archived in the GCIP database

to initialize grid 1. In addition, we also used the EDAS soil moisture to initialize grid 2

because we did not want grid 2 soil moisture to have a higher resolution than that of grid 3

in some of the sensitivity experiments where the soil moisture initialization was smoothed.

Furthermore, we chose to have the soil moisture of grid 2 to come from the same source

as grid 1. We wanted only to vary the soil moisture of the cloud-resolving grid (grid 3)

while keeping everything else the same. The EDAS soil moisture (since 03 June 1998) was

continuously cycled without soil moisture nudging (e.g., to some climatology). In addition,

the EDAS soil moisture was the sole product of model physics and internal Eta Data As-

similation System (EDAS) surface forcing (e.g. precipitation and surface radiation). More

information on the EDAS can be obtained at:

http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/mmb/research/FAQ-eta.html#ETA11.

Of note, we used the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) soil moisture (40 km grid spacing) on

grids 1 and 2 and found no significant difference in the results of grid 3. In addition, we

have used homogeneous soil moisture initialization on grids 1 and 2 (values obtained by

horizontally averaging the soil moisture of grids 1 and 2 originally initialized by EDAS

soil moisture) and found no significant impact on grid 3. Thus, we are confident that using

different soil moisture datasets in different grids did not have significant impact on the

cloud-resolving grid containing the MCS genesis domain.

3.3 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index

We used a semi-monthly composite of the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)

at 1-km grid spacing, provided by the Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Data
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Center, to compute the leaf area index (LAI) for LEAF-2. The NDVI is defined as (Carlson

and Ripley 1997):

��� � �
��
�� � �����

��
�� � �����
� (3.4)

where �
�� and ���� are the surface reflectance averaged over the visible and near infrared

parts of the spectrum, respectively. The NDVI varies between -1 and 1. Healthy vegetation

has a high albedo in the near infrared region, thus a positive NDVI indicates a state of

healthy vegetation. We used a variation of Chang and Wetzel (1991) formula for computing

the “green” vegetation fractional area (����):

���� �
���� � ���� ���
�

���� ��� ���� ���
�
� (3.5)

where��� ���
 and��� ��� correspond to the minimum and maximum NDVI, respec-

tively. We chose the minimum and maximum NDVI from a ten-year record (1991-2000)

for each pixel.

Next, we performed a weighted areal average of the “green” vegetation fraction that

corresponded to the area occupied by the RAMS grid element. Using a similar formula as

in Sellers et al. (1994), the LAI for the ��	 patch within the RAMS grid area is:

���� � ���������������� (3.6)

where ������� corresponds to the maximum LAI of the particular biome2 matching patch

�. Values of maximum LAI are taken from LEAF-2 and are given in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.1 compares the default LAI from RAMS on 26 July, 1998 and the NDVI-

derived LAI corresponding to the latter half of the month of July in 1998. Each pixel in

the figure occupies an area of 2.5 km by 2.5 km, and the displayed domain corresponded

to the cloud-resolving grid of the first MCS case in Chapter 4. Note that that the default

2The vegetation biome class dataset in RAMS has a grid spacing of 30 s.
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Table 3.2: Maximum LAI of various biomes in RAMS.
Biome Max. LAI

crop/mixed farming 6.0
short grass 2.0

evergreen needleleaf tree 6.0
deciduous needleleaf tree 6.0
deciduous broadleaf tree 6.0
evergreen broadleaf tree 6.0

tall grass 3.0
desert 0.0
tundra 3.0

irrigated crop 3.0
semi-desert 4.0

bog or marsh 3.0
evergreen shrub 5.0
deciduous shrub 5.0
mixed woodland 6.0

LAI is rather homogeneous with a value of 6 (a bit too high for the region) throughout most

of the domain, while the NDVI-derived LAI, being more heterogeneous, varies from 1 to

5, with an average value of about 3. Thus, using the NDVI data allows for more spatial

variability and realism in defining the LAI. Similar results hold for an August 1999 case.

Figure 3.2a shows the default LAI from RAMS on 02 August, 1999, and Fig. 3.2b shows

the NDVI-derived LAI corresponding to the first half of the month of August in 1999.

Again, each pixel in the figure occupies an area of 2.5 km by 2.5 km, and the displayed

domain corresponded to the cloud-resolving grid of the second MCS case in Chapter 5. The

default LAI was again too high- a value 5-6 in most of the domain, but the NDVI-derived

LAI was more realistic (an average LAI of 3.7) and more heterogeneous.
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a

b

default

NDVI->LAI

Figure 3.1 a) Default leaf area index in RAMS on 26 July, 1998; b) NDVI-derived
leaf area for the latter half of the month of July in 1998.
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adefault

NDVI->LAI b

Figure 3.2 a) Default leaf area index in RAMS on 02
August, 1999; b) NDVI-derived leaf area
index in RAMS for the first half of the month
of August in 1999.
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Chapter 4

JULY 26, 1998 MCS CASE

The first case chosen for this study was a quasi-stationary MCS which initiated in the

Texas/Oklahoma border near a quasi-stationary front around 2200 UTC 26 July (26/2200

hereafter) and dissipated approximately at 27/0700 UTC 27 July 1998 (27/0700). This

MCS formed from two smaller convective systems whose cloud shields merged, and even-

tually developed into a quasi-circular MCS (although too small to be a MCC). Convection

beneath the cloud shield consisted a leading convective line with trailing stratiform precipi-

tation. We named this MCS “Case 980726” where we tested the sensitivity of the simulated

MCS to soil moisture initialization.

4.1 Case 980726

Figure 4.1a,b shows the infrared (IR) satellite imagery and radar reflectivity, respectively,

at 26/1945. A small area of deep convection has initiated in the western Texas panhan-

dle (��) when the outflow of the convection in New Mexico to its west encountered the

quasi-stationary front in the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle. A shallow line of clouds (��),

in a southwest-northeast orientation, developed along a surface trough that spanned across

Oklahoma and Texas (shown later).
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By 26/2145 (Fig. 4.1c,d), �� has developed into an area of deep convection in the

western Texas/Oklahoma panhandle region. Meanwhile the convective line of ��, advanc-

ing northward, intensified as it encountered the quasi-stationary front in the Texas panhan-

dle region. By 27/0053 (Fig. 4.1e,f), �� and �� have merged into a common cloud shield

and the MCS has fully developed and covered the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle region and

small parts of Colorado, New Mexico and Kansas. The convective organization of the

squall line beneath the cloud shield was a leading convective line with trailing stratiform

preciptiation.

4.2 Model Setup/Initial Conditions

Figure 4.2 shows the nested grid setup for Case 980726. We used two levels of nesting,

with horizontal grid spacing of 50, 12.5 and 2.5 km in grid 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and 36

vertical �-levels in each grid (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). � is a terrain-following coordinate

defined as � � �	�� � ������ � ���
, where � is the height of the model top, �� is the

terrain height, � is the height of the model grid point above sea-level (Tripoli and Cotton

1982). The grid setup and model physics were very similar those of the current RAMS

realtime forecast model in the Cotton research group:

http://rams.atmos.colostate.edu.

Grid 3 (the cloud resolving grid) was centered over the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle re-

gion to capture the MCS during its genesis phase. We stopped the simulation at 15 model

hours after the system moved out of grid 3. We did not use a moving grid to follow the

MCS into grid 2 since the moving grid would not retain some of the grid 3 soil moisture.

Currently, soil moisture is initialized as horizontally homogeneous in the realtime RAMS

forecast model. So, this study will have practical implications in determining to what ex-

tent heterogeneous soil moisture is important in simulating (or forecasting) MCSs. We
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used the National Centers for Environmental Prediciton (NCEP) global analysis to initial-

ize the model atmospheric fields as well as to provide nudging boundary conditions for

grid 1’s five outermost grid points. The model was initialized on 1200 UTC, 26 July 1998

(26/1200).

Table 4.1: Horizontal grid setup for Case 980726.
number of grids 3
number of x points 60, 78, 122
number of y points 48, 78, 87
number of � points 36, 36, 36
horizontal
grid spacing (km) 50, 12.5, 2.5

Table 4.2: Vertical levels (�) used in the simulations for Case 980726 (in m).
0.0 150.0 300.0 450.0 600.0 750.0

915.0 1096.5 1296.2 1515.8 1757.3 2023.1
2315.4 2636.9 2990.6 3379.7 3807.6 4278.4
4796.2 5365.9 5992.5 6681.7 7439.9 8273.9
9191.3 10191.3 11191.3 12191.3 13191.3 14191.3
15191.3 16191.3 17191.3 18191.3 19191.3 20191.3

Fig. 4.3 shows the model initial conditions. At 26/1200, a surface trough extended

from Hudson Bay into North Dakota and South Dakota (Fig. 4.3a). Also, a quasi-stationary

front stretched from the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle region, through the Kansas/Oklahoma

border, into the southeastern states. South of the quasi-stationary front in the Texas/Oklahoma

panhandle, the winds (at the lowest �-level) shifted from northerly to westerly due to the

influence of the subtropical high over the Gulf of Mexico. Thus, there was low-level con-

vergence along the quasi-stationary front near the MCS genesis region. A surface trough

extended from northwestern Oklahoma into the South Plains of Texas, and a sea-level high

was located over central Colorado.
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The 850-hPa equivalent potential temperature, ��, reveals a wide tongue of high-��

air, in an northwest/southeast orientation that stretched from the southeastern states all the

way to southern Wyoming, covering most of Colorado and parts of the Texas/Oklahoma

panhandle at 26/1200 (Fig. 4.3b). At this level, weak winds from the north also brought in

high-�� air to the genesis region. However, the influence of the subtropical high over the

Gulf of Mexico did not extend into the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle region.

Figure 4.3c shows a weak 400-hPa potential vorticity (PV, see Hoskins et al. 1985) 1

band to the north of the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle that was associated with a dissipating

MCS at the model initial time. Winds at this level were weak as well, and there was no

upper-level feature upstream of the genesis region at this time. A sounding (Fig. 4.4) closest

to the genesis region (Amarillo, Texas, Fig. 4.3a) shows weak winds throughout the entire

atmospheric column, and little directional or speed shear in the wind from the surface

to 500-hPa. From the surface to 400-hPa, the wind was southwesterly, then switched to

southerly between 400-hPa and 300-hPa, and the wind was easterly above 300-hPa. The

sounding only had a value of 670 J kg�� in convective available potential energy (CAPE).

There was a shallow inversion layer at the surface (about 25-hPa deep). At this time, the

atmosphere was relatively dry (moist) from the surface to 700-hPa (from 700-hPa to 475-

hPa).

4.2.1 Soil moisture and sensitivity experiments

To alter the resolution of the soil moisture, we applied the Barnes objective analysis (Barnes

1964) to smooth the soil moisture with a response amplitude (�) of 0.5 and a cutoff wave-

length (����) of 20 (exp. API20), 40 (exp. API40) and 80 (exp. API80) km for various

sensitivity studies. To alter the amplitude of the soil moisture field, we reduced the soil

1PV is defined as the dot product between the absolute vorticity vector and the gradient of the potential
temperature divided by the density of the fluid.
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moisture in exp. API by a factor of 2 (exp. APIHALF). A soil moisture anomaly in the

eastern Texas panhandle in exp. API was displaced southwestward to suppress convection

(exp. APIMOVES2). An experiment (HOM31) was also performed with homogeneous

soil moisture initialization (at 31% saturation) by horizontally averaging the soil moisture

in exp. API. Another homogeneous soil moisture experiment, at 50% saturation, was also

performed (exp. HOM50). A summary of the experiments is listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: List of numerical experiments.
Exp. Description

API - soil moisture in grid 3 derived from API method.
API20 - grid 3 soil moisture in exp. API smoothed by Barnes ob-

jective analysis with a response amplitude of 0.5 and a cutoff
wavelength of 20 km.

API40 - same as exp. API20 but with a cutoff wavelength of 40 km.
API80 - same as exp. API20 but with a cutoff wavelength of 80 km.
APIHALF - grid 3 soil moisture in exp. API divided by two.
APIMOVES2 - soil moisture anomaly, ��, in grid 3 from exp. API dis-

placed southwestward.
HOM31 - homogeneous soil moisture in grid 3 at 31% saturation,

a value obtained by horizontally averaging the grid 3 soil
moisture in exp. API.

HOM50 - homogeneous soil moisture in grid 3 at 50% saturation.

The initial soil moisture fields for grid 3 for the various sensitivity experiments are

displayed in Fig. 4.5. There were two large soil moisture anomalies in grid 3, one in the

northwest corner (��) and one near the center of the domain (��). Because of the proximity

of some soil moisture anomalies to one another, we will refer to some of them as a single

unit for ease of reference. As ���� of the Barnes objective analysis was increased, finer

scale features were lost in �� and �� and the horizontal extent of the smaller soil moisture

anomalies (�� and ��) decreased as well. In fact, when ���� reached 80 km, �� completely

disappeared and very little of �� remained. For larger soil moisture anomalies, (i.e., �� and

��), they still retained their identities despite the smoothing. In all the experiments, 11 soil

levels were used (Table 4.2.1).
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Table 4.4: Soil levels (below ground) used in the simulations (in m).
��� 0.02
��� 0.12
�� 0.22
�� 0.32
�� 0.42
�	 0.52
�
 0.62
�� 0.72
�� 0.82
�� 0.92
�� 1.02

4.3 Model Results

4.3.1 Grid 1

We compare the grid 1 fields with those in NCEP analysis in order to examine how well

RAMS reproduced the large-scale flow. First, we look at the fields from NCEP analysis at

27/0000 (Fig. 4.6a). By this time, the western end of the quasi-stationary front has moved

southeastward, away from the Texas panhandle/Oklahoma panhandle region. The outflow

boundary (identified by the National Weather Service and labeled in Fig. 4.6a) resulting

from convection in New Mexico and the MCS in the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle distorted

the quasi-stationary front in the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle. There was a region of surface

convergence in the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle region due to the deceleration of the wind

from the north. Next, we examine the grid 1 results from exp. API (Fig. 4.6b) at 27/0000.

Other experiments produced similar results for grid 1 and will not be shown for the sake of

economizing space. The sea-level pressure in exp. API compares reasonably well with that

of the NCEP analysis, except that the surface low over Oklahoma was more to the west in

exp. API and 2 hPa lower.

In the NCEP analysis, the 850-hPa high-�� tongue that covered the Texas/Oklahoma
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panhandle region has increased by 4 K at this time (Fig. 4.6c). The 850-hPa �� in exp. API

compared reasonably well with NCEP analysis albeit with a few discrepancies (Fig. 4.6d).

The simulated �� maxima did not extend as far into Colorado. In exp. API, the 850-hPa

southwesterlies over eastern Oklahoma, associated with the subtropical high over the Gulf

of Mexico, was a bit stronger than those in the NCEP analysis.

From the NCEP analysis, the 400-hPa PV map still shows the PV band associated with

a dissipating MCS from the last 12 h. Also, diabatically generated PV from convection over

New Mexico joined with the aforementioned PV band at the western end (Fig. 4.6e). As

with 12 h earlier, the winds at 400-hPa were still weak. Exp. API produced a band of PV

at 400-hPa as in NCEP analysis but with a much stronger local maximum over the western

panhandle (due to diabatic heating) than in NCEP analysis (Fig. 4.6f). Nevertheless, RAMS

reproduced the large-scale features fairly well at this time.

4.3.2 Grid 2

A comparison of exp. API grid 2 cloud top temperature (defined as the temperature of the

total condensate mixing ratio  0.1 g kg�� at the highest elevation of the atmospheric col-

umn) shows convective activity in the Texas/Oklahoma panhandle at 26/2200 (Fig. 4.7a),

but the shape of the cloud top was somewhat different than in the satellite imagery (Fig.

4.1c). In addition, the simulated convective activity was a bit too far north. Furthermore,

we observed two distinct convective regions in the eastern and western panhandle that were

not simulated in exp. API. However, by 27/0100 in exp. API, a quasi-circular cloud shield

(Fig. 4.7b) similar to observations (Fig. 4.1e) developed over the Texas/Oklahoma panhan-

dle region, extending into Kansas, but the observed cloud shield did not extend so far into

Kansas. However, RAMS managed to produce a MCS in the area close to the observed

MCS with a similar shape at the right time. Therefore, we can have some confidence in
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the results produced by RAMS. Other sensitivity experiments (except for exp. HOM50)

produced similar results, so again for the sake of brevity, they will not be shown.

4.3.3 Pre-genesis phase: grid 3

Figure 4.8a-f shows that the surface latent heat flux (SLHF) pattern corresponded quite well

to the soil moisture anomalies in grid 3 (Fig. 4.5a-f) at 26/1600. Because the smoothing

of the soil moisture led to a decrease in amplitude and gradient of the soil moisture, the

peak latent heat flux in �� decreased with increasing ����. Peak SLHF in �� was 455, 450,

430, 377 W m�� for exp. API, API20, API40, API80, respectively. Due to the horizontal

extent of �� and ��, they were more robust features despite the smoothing. ��, �� and

the “horn” of �� were unable to retain much of their identities after ���� reached 40 km or

greater. When the soil moisture was reduced by a factor of two, the areal coverage of large

SLHF was reduced dramatically in exp. APIHALF. This has to do with the parameterization

of transpiration in LEAF-2 which is largely controlled by the stomatal response function

(SRF). When the SRF is unity (zero), the stomata is completely open (closed). The SRF is

very sensitive to soil moisture, and the transition of SRF from zero to unity occurs over a

small range of soil moisture values (Avissar and Pielke 1991; Golaz et al. 2001). Many grid

points in exp. APIHALF fell below that transition point (slightly below 50% saturation),

thus the low SLHF. As expected in exp. APIMOVES2, the maxima of surface latent heat

flux (associated with ��) has been displaced southwestward (Fig. 4.8f). SLHF from exp.

HOM31 (Fig. 4.8g) had values of 100 W m�� or less. The low value of surface latent heat

flux in exp. HOM31 was again due to the low value of the soil moisture, falling below that

transition point of the SRF. On the other hand, in exp. HOM50, the SLHF was much higher

than that of exp. HOM31 (except for a small region in the southwest corner of the domain

where low-level cloud shielded solar radiation at the surface; figure not shown), due to the

SRF close to unity.
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In exps. API, API20, API40, and API80, because the soil moisture anomalies con-

tributed to enhanced moisture fluxes, the Bowen ratio (SSHF divided by SLHF) was gener-

ally less than 0.5 over the soil moisture anomalies (Fig. 4.9). In very wet (drier) soil areas,

the Bowen ratio was less than 0.25 (greater than 2). The minimum in Bowen ratio in the

southwest corner of the domain corresponded to low-level clouds shielding the model solar

radiation (mentioned in the previous paragraph). Thus, in general, during clear sky condi-

tions, the drier (wetter) soil tends to partition most of the solar energy into SSHF (SLHF).

In exp. APIHALF, the signatures of the soil moisture anomalies were much smaller, thus

the Bowen ratio was large in much of the domain. Again, it is not surprising to see that the

low Bowen ratio associated with �� being displaced southwestward in exp. APIMOVES2.

In exp. HOM31, most of the domain had high Bowen ratio due to the low evapotranspira-

tion (except for the southwest corner). As expected, exp. HOM50 had very low values of

Bowen ratio due to the low SSHF.

Figure 4.10 shows the dewpoint temperature at the lowest �-level above ground at

26/1800. The influence of the soil moisture anomalies could be clearly seen, especially

�� in the experiments with heterogeneous SMI, except for exp. APIHALF. In the hetero-

geneous SMI experiments (except exp. APIHALF), �� raised the dewpoint at this level by

almost 2 �C as compared to exp. HOM31. The effect of �� was not as noticeable as ��

due to the smaller size of �� and its proximity to the lateral boundaries, but �� did raise

the dewpoint by about 1 �C. Smaller soil moisture anomalies such as �� and �� had less

noticeable effects on the dewpoint at this level and their effects were even smaller when

the smoothing of the soil moisture was increased. Exp. HOM50 had the highest dewpoint

amongst all the experiments; the local maximum over Kansas was the result of high local

SLHF (due to higher LAI).

To quantify the dynamical effect of the soil moisture anomalies at 26/1800, we took
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the difference fields of the sea-level pressure, the horizontal wind vector and the vertical ve-

locity at the lowest �-level, using exp. HOM31 as a baseline (Fig. 4.11). First, we discuss

the results of exps. API, API20, API40, and API80. The cooling effect of the soil moisture

anomaly �� created a mesohigh on the order of 0.5 hPa at sea-level as well as a divergent

flow perturbation (on the order of 4 m s��) at the lowest �-level. Also, there was enhanced

vertical motion (on the order of several centimeters per second) around the periphery of

the soil moisture anomalies that resulted from convergence of the divergent wind pertur-

bation with the flow from outside of the soil moisture anomalies. It is interesting to note

that the divergent flow perturbation maximum (associated with ��) increased slightly from

3.6 to 4.1 (4.4) m s�� when the soil moisture was smoothed to 20 (40) km. This was due

to the internal circulations generated by the fine-scale soil moisture features opposing the

mesoscale circulation induced by the larger-scale soil moisture in �� as a whole. However,

when the smoothing reached a cutoff wavelength of 80 km, the divergent flow perturbation

maximum decreased to 4.1 m s��. Although the fine scales features have been eliminated

at this point, the large-scale structure of the soil moisture has been smoothed too much,

hence the PIMS has weakened. With regard to ��, the associated mesohigh (on the order

of 0.25 hPa) and the divergent flow perturbation were somewhat weaker and smaller in

coverage than those of ��, but the smoothing of the soil moisture expanded the coverage

of the mesohigh associated with ��. The effect of �� was weak, due to its small size and

shielding from low-level cloud (not shown). �� almost disappeared when the smoothing

reached a cutoff wavelength of 40 km. Although the mesohigh generated by �� was less

than 0.25 hPa, it generated small regions of anomalous vertical motion (on the order of

2-4 cm s��). However, the influence of �� diminished (disappeared) when the smoothing

reached a cutoff wavelength of 40 (80) km.

In exp. APIHALF (Fig. 4.11e), because of the reduced SLHF (in terms of area and

magnitude), the mesohigh generated by �� was less than 0.25 hPa, and the divergent wind
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perturbation associated with �� was less than 2 m s��. In addition, there was little enhanced

vertical motion around the periphery of ��. The effects of other soil moisture anomalies in

exp. APIHALF were harder to discern. As expected, when �� was displaced in exp. API-

MOVES2, the anomalous mesohigh associated with �� shifted southwestward. Because of

the higher values of SLHF (thus a cooler surface) in exp. HOM50, the sea-level pressure

was higher in exp. HOM50 throughout most of its domain when compared to exp. HOM31

(Fig. 4.11f,g).

To determine the depth of the mesohigh generated by ��, we took a cross section

of the horizontal temperature deviation through �� at 26/1800 (Fig. 4.12). To obtain the

temperature deviation, we subtracted the temperature field from the average temperature

at each constant height level. Since the experiments with heterogeneous SMI had similar

results, we will only show results from exps. API and API80. The depth of the cold pool

associated with the mesohigh generated by �� was about 1.5 km and the maximum tem-

perature contrast with its surroundings was about 3.5 K. The edges of this cold pool served

as a focusing mechanism for convection to develop because of the enhanced convergence

along the periphery of �� (shown later).

4.3.4 Genesis phase: grid 3

We examine the convective activity in the cloud-resolving grid using the instantaneous pre-

cipitation rate. With the exception of exps. APIMOVES2 and HOM50, all the experiments

showed very similar results at 26/1915 (Fig. 4.13). There were two weak precipitation areas

(!� and !�) in the western Oklahoma panhandle. !� and !� originally formed in the west-

ern Texas panhandle area at 26/1500 as very weak precipitation areas (� 1 mm h��) and

slowly moved northward. There was also an area of strong convection, !�, in the middle

of the Texas panhandle that also formed in response to a build up of CAPE and low-level
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convergence along the quasi-stationary front. Compared to the satellite imagery at 26/1945

(Fig. 4.1a), the model placed the precipitation a bit too far north and east of the Texas pan-

handle at this time, but the timing of the model convection was reasonably accurate. !�

was rather weak and would dissipate shortly after this time. Results in exp. HOM31 (Fig.

4.13g) were also similar to those experiments with heterogeneous SMI (except for exp.

APIMOVES2). However, !� in exp. HOM31 was much smaller in coverage as compared

to the experiments with heterogeneous SMI due to the absence of the PIMS contributed by

�� in enhancing!�. In exp. APIMOVES2, the cooling effect of �� suppressed the initiation

of !� at this time. In a similar manner, convection was suppressed in exp. HOM50 at this

time (Fig. 4.13h). Since the results in most of the experiments were very similiar, large-

scale forcing must be primarily responsible for initiating convection. Next, we examine

how the soil moisture heterogeneities affected the evolution of convection.

At 26/2145, convection was becoming more organized for most of the experiments.

First, we discuss the results in exps. API, API20, API40, and API80 which were qualita-

tively similar (Fig. 4.14a-d). !� precipitated more heavily with the smoothing of the SMI

due to the enhanced PIMS associated with ��. !� and !� tended to develop along the

periphery of �� because of the enhanced convergence there associated with the cold pool

of �� (Fig. 4.14a-d). !� was generated 1-h earlier due to the remnant of the weak outflow

boundary from !� (Fig. 4.13) interacting with the PIMS generated by the soil moisture

anomaly S�. The outflow of !� generated !� ahead of it except in exp. API40 in which

!� emerged 30 min later. !	 was created when the PIMSs generated by the northern and

southern ends of �� collided. The outflow from !� also assisted in the initiation of !	. As

�� was smoothed, leading to a reduction of its associated PIMS, !	 was also reduced in

intensity.

Next, we discuss the results for the other experiments at 26/2145 (Fig. 4.14e-h). In

exp. APIHALF, the cold pool associated with �� was weaker (therfore less convergence
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along the periphery of ��). Thus, !� and !� did not preferentially develop along the pe-

riphery of �� as in exps. API, API20, API40, and API80, but tracked more towards the

interior of the Oklahoma panhandle region. !	 did not form because the PIMS associated

with �� was negligible. The results of exp. APIMOVES2 were qualitatively simiar to those

of exp. API but !� did not appear. Although the new location of �� suppressed the devel-

opment of !�, !� was generated at the periphery of �� at 26/1945 (one hour earlier than

in exp. API, not shown). !	 in exp. APIMOVES2 was also weaker than that of exp. API

due to the absence of the outflow boundary associated with !� interacting with the PIMS

of ��. In exp. HOM31, due to the lack of the cold pool generated by ��, !� tended to track

across the Oklahoma panhandle. !	 was expectedly absent in exp. HOM31 due to the lack

of soil moisture anomaly ��. Convection was finally initiated in exp. HOM50 at this time,

including the appearance of a multi-cellular system in the middle of the Texas/Oklahoma

border. The delay in convection in exp. HOM50 was due to a cooler surface associated

with a higher SLHF.

The domain-averaged shear in the lowest 6-km and the CAPE at 26/1800 in exp. API

were 13.4 m s�� and 1240 J kg��, respectively, an environment indicative of nonsevere

squall line (Bluestein 1992). So, by 26/2300, in all the experiments (except exp. HOM50),

the outflow boundaries of various cells have merged to produce a convective line with a

southeast/northwest orientation, just north of the Oklahoma panhandle (Fig. 4.15). The

convective lines in exps. API, API20, API40 and API80 were very similar to each other.

In exp. APIHALF, because of the weaker cold pool generated by ��, the convective cells

did not preferentially develop along the periphery of �� but they tracked more towards

the interior of the Oklahoma panhandle. So the convective line advanced farther into the

eastern edge of the domain in exp. APIHALF. The convective line in exp. APIMOVES2

was a bit shorter compared to other experiments due to the absence of !� (Figs. 4.13,
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4.14). Qualitatively, the convective line in exp. HOM31 was similar to other experiments.

However, exp. HOM50 failed to develop a convective line, and convection was not well

organized in exp. HOM50.

Figure 4.16a shows the sea-level pressure of exp. API at 26/2300. A presquall mesolow

was ahead of the convective line and two regions of squall mesohigh were located be-

hind the presquall mesolow. A wake low has not yet developed as the MCS has not yet

reached maturity. A cross-section taken perpendicular to the convective line (through one

of the convective cells, Fig. 4.16c) reveals conditions of potential instability in the low-

est 3 km ahead and in the lowest 2 km behind the convective line. The MCS horizontal

motion (estimated from the average of various cells to be 6.2 and 5.0 m s�� in the x- and y-

direction, respectively) has been subtracted from the horizontal winds in the cross section.

The MCS-relative rear inflow had a maximum speed of 7 m s�� and was confined between

3-5 km above sea-level (ASL). The low-�� tongue (340-K contour) behind the convective

line sloped downward from the rear to near the leading updraft at 5 km ASL. The MCS-

relative front-to-rear flow transported high-�� air at low-levels, ahead of the convective line,

into the updraft where latent heating can occur, allowing the system to intensify. There was

significant vertical wind shear ahead of the convective line (20 m s�� in the lowest 2 km),

favorable for sustained convective development as the wind shear interacted with the cold

pool of the system (Weisman et al. 1988).

Although qualitatively similar to the results in exp. API, the sea-level pressure for

exp. HOM31 at the same time shows a somewhat different pattern (Fig. 4.16b). There was

a presquall meso-trough (not a closed low as in exp. API). Behind the meso-trough, there

were two centers of squall mesohighs, similar to exp. API. To the rear of the squall meso-

highs, there was a closed sea-level low, but it was a transient feature and not a persistent

wake low. A cross section taken perpendicular to the convective line Fig. 4.16d) shows a
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layer of potential instability in the lowest 3 km (2 km) ahead of (behind) the convective

line, similar to exp. API. The MCS horizontal motion was estimated to be 6.1 and 6.6 m

s�� in the x- and y-direction, respectively and this velocity has been subtracted from the

horizontal wind in the vertical cross section. The MCS-relative rear inflow was confined

mainly in the 3-6 km layer ASL, with a maximum speed of 20 m s��, much higher than in

exp. API. As in exp. API , the low-�� tongue behind the convective line sloped downward

from the rear to the convective line descended to as low as 3 km ASL (versus 5 km ASL

for exp. API). The vertical wind shear ahead of the convective line was somewhat lower

than in exp. API (15 m s�� in the lowest 2 km), thus there was a weaker interaction of the

vertical wind shear with the cold pool. As a result, the high-�� air was not transported as

high in the updraft. The 356-K contour in exp. API (HOM31) reached 9 (3) km ASL. The

maximum vertical motion in exp. HOM31 was weaker than that of exp. API (9 vs. 16 m

s��).

In the time series of grid 3 domain-averaged SLHF, the highest (lowest) SLHF was

from exp. HOM50 (APIHALF) (Fig. 4.17a). This is not surprising since the SRF was al-

most unity (zero) for most of the domain in exp. HOM50 (APIHALF), allowing the most

(the least) transpiration. All the other experiments fell somewhere between the two ex-

tremes. Exp. HOM31 had slightly lower SLHF than exps. API, API20, API40, API80

and APIMOVES2 between 26/1600 to 26/2100. In the SSHF time series (Fig. 4.17b),

the results were completely opposite to the SLHF time series due to the influence of soil

moisture in partitioning the SSHF and SLHF. The highest (lowest) sensible heat flux was

from exp. APIHALF (HOM50), and the rest of the experiments again fell somewhere in

between. Although exp. HOM50 had a colder surface temperature (� 4 K, shown later)

than exp. APIHALF due to a lower SSHF, it had a higher CAPE than any other experi-

ment due to a compensation in increase in low-level humidity (Fig. 4.17c). On the other
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hand, although exp. APIHALF had a warmer surface temperature than exp. HOM50, the

lower SLHF (hence lower low-level humidity) resulted in a much lower value of CAPE.

The other experiments fell somewhere in between the two extremes, but were more closer

to exp. APIHALF. Examining a time series of a point in grid 1 very close to �� (Fig. 4.18),

not surprisingly, the drier soil had the highest (lowest) temperature at the lowest �-level,

i.e., exps. APIHALF, APIMOVES2, HOM31 (exp. HOM50). The rest of the experiments

fell somewhere between the two extremes, and the range of the extreme was about 4 K.

The results here support Pielke (2001)’s contention that higher SLHF compensates for the

lowering of the surface temperature in increasing the CAPE.

In the grid 3 domain-averaged precipitation rate time series (Fig. 4.19a), exp. HOM50

had the lowest precipitation rate amongst all the experiments, although it had the highest

CAPE. Due to a higher SSHF in exps. APIHALF and HOM31 (therefore warmer surface

temperature), the peak precipitation rate (hence peak convective activity) was reached 30

min sooner than exps. API, API20, API40, API80. Also, in general, exps. APIMOVES2

and HOM31 had lower precipitation rates than exps. API, API20, API40, API80. In terms

of the grid 3 domain-averaged accumulated precipitation time series, not surprisingly, exp.

HOM50 had the lowest accumulated precipitation due to delay in convection and precip-

itation being confined to limited areas of the domain. Exp. APIHALF had almost 1 mm

higher accumulated precipitation than exps. API, API20, API40, API80, and HOM31 for

about 30 min between 26/2300 and 26/2330. Due to the suppressed formation of !� in exp.

APIMOVES2, the accumulated preciptation in exp. APIMOVES2 was lower than those in

exps. API, API20, API40, and API80.
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4.4 Discussion

In exp. HOM50 (with relatively wet soil), convection was delayed, a result that agrees with

Clark and Arritt (1995) and Gallus and Segal (2000). However, Gallus and Segal (2000)

presented conflicting results as to whether wetter soil would lead to higher accumulated

precipitation in the entire domain, depending on the convective parameterization used and

the time interval of the accumulation. As mentioned earlier, this is one of the disadvantages

of using convective parameterization because of the different closures and grid-spacing

dependencies in different convective parameterization. In our cloud-resolving simulations,

wetter soil (exp. HOM50) produced the least accumulated convective parameterization. It

is clear that convection is harder to initiate with wetter soil (Pielke 2001). However, if

convection does occur, it is more likely to be severe and produce heavy precipitation (Chen

et al. 2001a). Just before significant convection started in exps. HOM50, API, and HOM31,

the maximum upward motion in grid 3 at 700-hPa was 4.5, 3, 2.7 m s��, respectively.

Therefore, this result supports Pielke (2001) and Chen et al. (2001a).

We compare the simulated 3-h accumulated precipitation in grid 3 with the precipi-

tation data from the GCIP archive in order to evaluate the overall performance of RAMS.

In exp. API, there was little precipitation in the Texas panhandle in grid 3 (contrary to

the observed 3-h accumulated precipitation and most of the convective precipitation was

too far north into Kansas (Fig. 4.20a,d). The accumulated precipitation from other exper-

iments also did not correspond exactly to observations (exps. APIMOVES2 and HOM31,

Fig. 4.20b,c). However, we wish to re-iterate the fact that our main focus is to test the

sensitivity of the initial soil moisture on a real-data cloud-resolving MCS simulation. Nev-

ertheless, RAMS reproduced some aspects of the observed MCS, i.e., RAMS simulated a

cloud shield of similar size and shape near the right place and time as compared to obser-

vations.
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The smoothing operation eliminated the finer scale features of the larger soil mois-

ture anomalies (i.e., �� and ��), but their gross features were still retained. However, the

removal of the finer scale features in the larger soil moisture anomalies reduced the in-

ternal mesoscale circulations that opposed the PIMSs of the soil moisture anomalies as a

whole. As a result of the smoothing, the PIMSs induced by larger soil moisture anomalies

increased up to 20% (when �����40 km). Once the smoothing continued, i.e., to a cut-

off wavelength of 80 km, the small scale features were eliminated and the gradient of the

larger soil moisture anomalies has been smoothed out to the point such that the PIMSs be-

gan to decrease. Smaller soil moisture anomalies were unable to retain their identities in the

smoothing process. Thus, the PIMSs of the smaller (larger) soil moisture anomalies were

underestimated or absent (overestimated) in the smoothed SMI. Nevertheless, the PIMSs

induced by the larger soil moisture anomalies were weakly dependent on their internal

structure

From the accumulated precipitation field (Fig. 4.20), as well as the precipitation rates

(Figs. 4.13-4.15), precipitation tended to occur less over the large soil moisture anomalies

(e.g., ��). In other words, wetter soil contributes to a negative feedback in subsequent con-

vective precipitation over the wetter soil. Upward motion is suppressed over the wet soil

moisture anomaly due to a cooler surface temperature, but enhanced around the periphery

of the wet soil moisture anomaly. As a result, the convective cell preferentially continues

its development around the periphery of the soil moisture anomaly and does not develop

over the wet soil moisture. So, the convective cell tracks around the soil moisture anomaly,

and this effect is ultimately related to the strength of the cold pool generated by the soil

moisture anomaly. A stronger cold pool would lead to a stronger PIMS (or a stronger di-

vergent wind perturbation). This leads to stronger convergence (or upward vertical motion)

around the periphery of the soil moisture anomaly. This means that convection would be
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suppressed more over the wet soil anomaly and enhanced more around the periphery of the

soil moisture anomaly.

For this case, the initiation of convection was driven mainly by the large-scale forcing

(i.e., the quasi-stationary front). However, the soil moisture distribution determined where

convection was more likely to occur. In addition, heterogeneous soil moisture played a

role during the period when the convection was organizing itself. Once convection was

initiated, the PIMS interacted with the convective outflow in some cases and generated

additional convective activity. �� was the largest and the most influential soil moisture

anomaly. However, smaller soil moisture anomalies (i.e., ��) also played a role, albeit a

smaller one. For some convective cells, e.g., !	 (Fig. 4.14), PIMSs from different soil

moisture anomalies collided and initiated convection. For instance, �� consisted of two

soil moisture anomalies about 30 (northern end) and 40 km (southern end) long in close

proximity. Thus, the effects of soil moisture anomalies on the order of several tens of

kilometers in size may not be entirely negligible. If we take exp. API as the “ground

truth”, then a patch size of 30-40 km would be needed to accurately simulate (or forecast)

the evolution of the MCS. Exp. API80 began to degrade in performance, e.g., !	 was

quite weak at 26/2145 (Fig. 4.14). We shall see in the next chapter if the results here are

consistent or not.
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Figure 4.1 Satellite imagery from the NCEP/AWS Infrared Global Geostationary
Composite, provided by the Global Hydrology Resource Center: a) 1945
UTC, 26 July 1998; c) 2145 UTC, 26 July 1998; e) 0053 UTC, 27 July
1998. Composite radar reflectivity (dBZ) from the National Weather Serv-
ice, provided by the Global Hydrology Resource Center: b) 1945 UTC, 26
July 1998; d) 2145 UTC, 26 July 1998; f) 0100 UTC, 27 July 1998.
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Figure 4.1 Continued.
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Figure 4.1 Continued.
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Figure 4.2 a) Nested grid setup for Case 980726 in RAMS with grids 1
and 2; b) nested grid setup in RAMS with grids 2 and 3.
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Figure 4.3 From the NCEP global analysis interpolated to RAMS grid 1 in Case
980726 at 26/1200: a) sea-level pressure (contour intervals of 2 hPa)
superposed with wind vectors at the lowest σz level; b) 850-hPa equivalent
potential temperature (contour intervals of 4 K) superposed with 850-hPa
wind vectors; c) 400-hPa potential vorticity (with contour intervals of 0.25
PVU) superposed with 400-hPa wind vectors. Insets represent the scale of

the wind vectors in m s-1. ‘X’ in (a) marks the location of Amarillo, Texas.
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Figure 4.4 Skew T-log p diagram for temperature (oC), dew point temperature (oC), and

wind (m s-1) on 1200 UTC 26 July 1998 at Amarillo, Texas (‘X’ in Fig. 4.3). A full

(half) barb is 5 (2.5) m s-1. Data was obtained at NCAR mass storage.
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Figure 4.5 Initial volumetric soil moisture (m3 m-3) in grid 3 for exp. a)
API; b) API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF; f)
APIMOVES2 for Case 980726.
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0000. b), d), and f) are the same as Fig. 4.3a, b, c, respectively, but for
exp. API in Case 980726 at 27/0000 in grid 1. The solid curve with
square symbols in (a) represents outflow boundaries.
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Figure 4.7 Case 980726 cloud top temperature for grid 2 at a) 26/2200; b) 27/0100 for exp.
API. CO, NM, TX, and OK stands for Colorado, New Mexico, Texas and Oklahoma,
respectively.
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Figure 4.8 RAMS grid 3 surface latent heat flux (W m-2) in Case 980726 at 26/
1600 for exp. a) API; b) API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF; f)
APIMOVES2; g) HOM31; h) HOM50.
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Figure 4.9 RAMS grid 3 Bowen ratio (SSHF divided by SLHF) in Case 980726
at 26/1600 for exp. a) API; b) API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF;
f) APIMOVES2; g) HOM31; h) HOM50.
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Figure 4.10 RAMS grid 3 dew point temperature at the lowest σz level above

ground (at contour intervals of 0.5o C) in Case 980726 at 26/1800 for exp.
a) API; b) API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF; f) APIMOVES2; g)
HOM31; h) HOM50.
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Figure 4.11 RAMS grid 3 vertical velocity difference at the lowest σz level above

ground (thick contours, every 2 cm s-1) and sea-level pressure difference
(light contours, every 0.25 hPa) superposed with the difference in horizon-
tal wind vectors at the lowest σz level above ground in Case 980726 at 26/
1800 for exp. a) API-HOM31; b) API20-HOM31; c) API40-HOM31; d)
API80-HOM31; e) APIHALF-HOM31; f) APIMOVES2-HOM31; g)
HOM50-HOM31. Solid (dashed) contours represent positive (negative)
values, and zero-contour is suppressed. Insets in panels represent the scale

of the wind vectors in m s-1.
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Figure 4.12 a) Vertical cross section of horizontal temperature deviation (at
contour intervals of 0.25 K) taken through lines in Fig. 4.10 for
exps. a) API; b) API80 in Case 980726 at 26/1800. Zero-contour is
suppressed, and solid (dashed) contours represent positive (nega-
tive) values.
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Figure 4.13 RAMS grid 3 precipitation rate (at contour intervals of 1, 5, 10, 20 ,

40, 80 and 120 mm h-1) in Case 980726 at 26/1915 for exp. a) API; b)
API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF; f) APIMOVES2; g) HOM31;
h) HOM50. Dashed contour represents initial volumetric soil moisture at
50% saturation.
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Figure 4.14 As in Fig. 4.13 but for 26/2145.
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Figure 4.15 As in Fig. 4.13 but for 26/2300.
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Figure 4.16 a) Sea-level pressure (at contour intervals of 1 hPa) in Case 980726
for exp. API at 26/2300; b) vertical cross section of equivalent potential
temperature (dashed contours) at intervals of 4 K, superposed with
along-plane MCS-relative wind vectors, along line AB given in (a).
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Figure 4.17 Time series of grid 3 domain-averaged a) surface latent heat flux (W

m-2); b) surface sensible heat flux (W m-2); c) convective available

potential energy (CAPE, J kg-1) in Case 980726. Exp. API is repre-
sented by the solid curve. Symbols for the other experiments are indi-
cated in the figure.
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Figure 4.18 a) Grid 1 for Case 980726; b) time series of temperature (oC) at the
lowest σz-level in grid 1 for the various experiments in Case 980726 over
the location marked ‘X’ in (a). Solid curve in (a) is for exp. API, and the
symbols for the other experiments are indicated in the legend.
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Figure 4.19 Time series of grid 3 domain-averaged a) precipitation rate (mm h-1); b) accumulated precipitation
(mm) in Case 980726. Exp. API is represented by the solid curve. Symbols for the other experiments are
indicated in the figure.
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Figure 4.20 3-h accumulated precipitation (mm) in Case 980726 from 26/2100 to
27/0000 for exp. a) exp. API; b) exp. APIMOVES2; c) exp. HOM31; d)
4-km GCIP precipitation database.
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Chapter 5

AUGUST 2, 1999 MCS CASE

The second MCS in this study was initially a linear system, but eventually evolved into a

small quasi-circular system (although too small to be a MCC) shortly before dissipation.

We tried to repeat the same procedure in testing the soil moisture initialization sensitivity

for this case to determine if our results can be generalized. Convection was more random-

like, rather than a squall line type convection as in Case 980726. This system was also

quasi-stationary, thus not requiring moving grids in the numerical simulations. This case

occurred between 2045 UTC, 2 August 1999 (02/2045) and 0445 UTC, 3 August 1999

(03/0445). We shall refer to this MCS case as “Case 990802”.

5.1 Case 990802

At 02/2045, under the favorable synoptic conditions provided by a quasi-stationary front

and a surface trough (shown later), convection developed in an arch shape pattern, in west-

ern Oklahoma, eastern Oklahoma/Arkansas border and near the Kansas/Oklahoma border

(Fig. 5.1a,b). About an hour and a half later (02/2215), still maintaining an arch shape

pattern, convection intensified and covered a larger area (Fig. 5.1c,d). By 02/2345, there

were four distinct convective clusters (Fig. 5.1e,f), one in western Oklahoma ("�), one over

the Kansas/Oklahoma border ("�), one over the Oklahoma/Arkansas/Missouri border ("�)
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and one in eastern Oklahoma ("�). At this time, convection was more random-like with

convective cells embedded in the stratiform regions (low reflectivity areas). By 03/0145,

"� and "� merged into a linear MCS (elliptical shape) covering parts of Oklahoma and

Kansas (Fig. 5.1g,h). "� moved into Missouri and was dissipating by 03/0145, and "�

also showed signs of weakening at this time. The merged system of "� and "� survived

several more hours beyond 03/0145. By 03/0345, the MCS reached maturity and evolved

into a quasi-circular MCS and dissipated in the next hour. Convection at this time was still

random-like. Because of the limited computing resources, we chose not to simulate"� and

"� but concentrated on the dominant systems ("� and "�).

5.2 Model Initial Conditions

5.2.1 Model setup/initial conditions

With two levels of nesting, the grid setup was similar to that of Case 980726 (Fig. 5.2, Table

5.1). In addition, we used the same vertical grid spacings (Table 4.2) and model physics

as in Case 980726. RAMS was initialized on 1200 UTC, 2 August 1999 (02/1200) with

the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) analysis. RUC analysis also provided nudging boundary

conditions for grid 1’s five outermost grid points1. Figure 5.3 shows the model initial

conditions. At 02/1200, a quasi-stationary front extended from a sea-level low in central

Oklahoma, through the Kansas/Oklahoma border, to western Missouri (Fig. 5.3a). From

western Missouri, the frontal boundary became a cold front and stretched eastward into

the southeastern states. Also, a surface trough stretched from Kansas, through Oklahoma,

into Texas. A high pressure system centered near Iowa/Minnesota border extended its

influence over most of the CONUS. There was also a subtropical high over the Gulf of

1Note that we did not use RUC analysis in Case 980726 because the run initialized with RUC analysis
did not produce very good results. Also, the boundary condition file at 12-h was missing in the RUC analysis
and had to be substituted from the NCEP analysis.
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Mexico whose center lies beyond the domain of the plot, but its influence reached central

Oklahoma. At 850-hPa, a tongue of high-�� air extended from the Gulf of Mexico to eastern

Oklahoma and southwestern Oklahoma, providing favorable conditions for convection to

develop (Fig. 5.3b). The 400-hPa PV map is absent of PV anomalies upstream of the

genesis region, and the PV maximum centered over Kansas corresponded to a dissipating

MCS (Fig. 5.3c). Just like Case 980726, the surface frontal boundary and intrusion of high-

�� air into the genesis region provided the favorable environment for the development of

the MCS in Case 990802.

Table 5.1: Horizontal grid setup for Case 990802.
number of grids 3
number of x points 60, 78, 87
number of y points 48, 78, 122
number of � points 36, 36, 36
horizontal
grid spacing (km) 50, 12.5, 2.5

A sounding (Fig. 5.4) taken closest to the location of the genesis of the MCS (at

Oklahoma City, south of the quasi-stationary front, Fig. 5.3a) reveals a shallow layer of

temperature inversion (less than 25-hPa deep) at the surface. The sounding was relatively

dry, and the CAPE was very low at this time, with a value of 170 J kg��. At the lowest 70-

hPa, the wind veered from southeasterly to southwestly with height (with a maximum wind

speed of 8 m s�� within this layer), indicating warm advection. Above 900-hPa, the wind,

as well as the wind shear were generally weak. Between 900-hPa and 700-hPa, the wind

backed from southwesterly to easterly with height. Also, between 700-hPa and 400-hPa,

the wind veered from easterly to southwesterly with height. In general, it was an innocuous

sounding.
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5.2.2 Soil moisture and sensitivity experiments

In the original API-derived soil moisture in grid 3, the values were too small and lacked

horizontal heterogeneities (Fig. 5.5). Thus, we used the soil moisture derived from the

API method for Case 980726 instead. Our purpose is to test the impact of soil moisture

initialization, therefore it might be better to use more extreme set of values. We used the

same methodology to alter the soil moisture and thus we kept the same names for the

various sensitivity experiments (Table 4.3). Because grid 3’s length was greater than its

width, we rotated the grid 3 soil moisture in Case 980726 counterclockwise. As in Case

980726, we used the eta soil moisture for grids 1 and 2. Note that we have also used

homogeneous SMI in grids 1 and 2 for Case 990802 and again found no significant impact

on grid 3. The grid 3 soil moisture initialization for Case 990802 is displayed in Fig. 5.6.

5.3 Model Results

5.3.1 Grid 1

First, we examine how RAMS reproduced the large-scale features in grid 1 in order to gain

some confidence in the performance of the model. For the sake of economizing space,

we will only show results from exp. API (Fig. 5.7), as other experiments produced qual-

itatively similar results. At 03/0000, the RAMS sea-level pressure compared reasonably

well with that of the RUC analysis, except for a few minor details. The sea-level low over

the Texas/Oklahoma border was displaced about 100 km (2 grid points) to the northeast in

exp. API. In the RUC analysis, the quasi-stationary front moved northeastward in the last

12-h. Also in the last 12-h, the cold front moved southward but the cold front’s movement

has retarded at this time and became a quasi-stationary front (Fig. 5.3a, 5.7a,b). RAMS

placed the quasi-stationary front a bit too far north over the southeastern states. In addition,
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the simulated trough axis over Kansas and Oklahoma did not extend into Texas as in the

RUC analysis. At 850-hPa, RAMS captured the high-�� tongue, covering the southeastern

states, Oklahoma and parts of Kansas. However, the details over the Western states were

not well captured (Fig. 5.7c,d). The 400-hPa PV was reasonably well captured, especially

the high/low PV couplet over Kansas, and no PV anomaly was upstream of the genesis re-

gion at this time. Although the results were acceptable in grid 1, RAMS did not perform as

well in reproducing the large scale features in Case 990802 as in Case 980726 (Fig. 5.7e,f).

Perhaps it was this reason that the simulated MCS did not perform as well either (shown

later).

5.3.2 Grid 2

Figure 5.8 shows the model cloud top temperature for exp. API. Most of the other experi-

ments (except for exp. HOM50 in which convection was delayed) produced similar results,

so they are not shown for the sake of economizing space. At 02/2345, the cloud shield in

exp. API did not correspond too well with observations, as the simulated systems were a bit

too far to the west (Fig. 5.8a). The simulated convective systems corresponded to "� and

"� in Fig. 5.1, but their sizes were different. "� and "� (Fig. 5.1e,f) were not simulated

at all, probably due to the lack of a cloud-resolving grid over the area. Two hours later

(03/0145), the two convective systems in western Oklahoma were close in proximity, and

their cloud shields almost joined, similar to what occurred in the observations (Fig. 5.1g,

5.8b). However, the simulated systems were too small in size and located too far to the

west. This could be due to the incorrect location of the simulated sea-level low over Ok-

lahoma (Fig. 5.7a,b). Although the simulation was not perfect, this additional case might

reveal whether the results in Chapter 4 can be generalized.
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5.3.3 Pre-genesis phase: grid 3

Figure 5.9 shows the SLHF from the various experiments. As in Case 980726, the SLHF

maxima corresponded quite well to the patterns of soil moisture anomalies. The magnitudes

of the SLHF (on the order of several hundred Watts per square meter over the moist soil

areas) were comparable to those in Case 980726. Unlike in Case 980726, the effect of �� on

the SLHF was discernible in exps. API, API20, API40 and APIMOVES2. The low Bowen

ratio corresponded to regions of low SSHF (Fig. 5.10) over the soil moisture anomalies,

except in the northwest corner where low-level clouds shielded the surface from incident

solar radiation (not shown). Areas of higher Bowen ratio corresponded to regions of drier

soil. As expected, exp. HOM50 had low Bowen ratio (high SLHF) throughout most of the

domain (Figs. 5.9, 5.10).

In exps. API, API20, API40, and API80, the soil moisture anomalies, �� and ��,

raised the dewpoint temperature (at the lowest �-level) by about 2 �C as compared to exp.

HOM31 (Fig. 5.11). However, the effects of �� and �� were less noticeable. In exp. API-

HALF, due to the low values of soil moisture, the SRF was essentially zero for most of the

domain in grid 3. Therefore, only �� had significant effect in raising the dewpoint temper-

ature (by 1 �C at the lowest �-level as compared to exp. HOM31). In exp. APIMOVES2,

�� was displaced to suppress initial convection in grid 3, and the effect of �� in elevating

dewpoint in its new location (the western boundary) can be readily seen. The high dew-

point in exp. HOM50 in the northern half and southeast portion of the domain was due to

high local evapotranspiration.

The difference fields (using exp. HOM31 as a baseline) of sea-level pressure, hor-

izontal wind vectors and vertical motion at the lowest �-level, reveal perturbations of

mesohighs and divergent wind field associated with the soil moisture anomalies, as well as
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enhanced vertical motion around the periphery of the soil moisture anomalies. The afore-

mentioned effects were especially prominent in in �� and �� (Fig. 5.12). The effect of ��

was not noticeable in any of the experiments. As in Case 980726, �� had the most impact,

followed by ��. �� still had some noticeable effect until the soil moisture was smoothed to

a cutoff wavelength of 80 km. In exp. APIHALF, only �� had any noticeable effect albeit

much weaker. As expected, in exp. APIMOVES2, the mesohigh associated with �� was

displaced. High local evapotranspiration in the southeast corner of exp. HOM50 created an

anomalous mesohigh and enhanced downward motion in that area. In general, the meso-

high, divergent wind and vetical motion perturbations were on the order of 0.5 hPa, several

meters per second and several centimeters per second, respectively. As revealed in a verti-

cal cross section, similar to Case 980726, the cold pool generated by �� has a temperature

contrast of 4 K with its surroundings and a depth of about 1 km (Fig. 5.13).

5.3.4 Genesis phase: grid 3

Convection was initiated shortly before 02/2100 in exp. API as a result of mesoscale pres-

sure perturbations that developed within the sea-level low over Oklahoma, leading to low-

level convergence. In addition, there was buildup of CAPE in the area due to surface

heating. Multi-cellular cluster, !�, was initiated near the Texas/western Oklahoma border.

Convective cells, !� and !�, formed to the east of !� in the periphery of �� (Fig. 5.14a).

As shown later, the soil moisture anomaly �� affected the locations of !� and !� slightly.

!� was initiated due to the collision of the PIMSs induced by �� and ��. A weak area of

precipitation (!
) to the north of !� was also initiated at this time. Exps. API20 and API40

had qualitatively similar results as those in exp. API (Fig. 5.14a-c). However, !� did not

appear in exp. API80 at this time due to the weakened PIMS from ��. In addition, !� in

exp. API80 was slightly shorter, and !
 was more intense, due to a stronger PIMS from
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��, leading to stronger vertical motion, thus more intense precipitation (Fig. 5.14d). It is

interesting to note that the results in exp. APIHALF were qualitatively similar to those in

exp. API even though the PIMSs in exp. APIHALF were much weaker (Fig. 5.14e). Exp.

APIMOVES2 suppressed the initiation of !�, but initiated two convective cells at its north-

ern and southern extremities of ��, respectively. The absence of the collison of the PIMSs

from �� and �� resulted in !� not emerging at this time in exp. APIMOVES2 (Fig. 5.14f).

Again, it appears that large-scale forcing played a major role in initiating convection since

exp. HOM31 produced similar results as those in exp. API, except for the absence of !�.

However, the absence of �� in exp. HOM31 affected the positions of !� and !� slightly.

Specifically, !� and !� were located slightly more northward in exp. HOM31 (Fig. 5.14g).

Exp. HOM50 produced no convection at this time (Fig. 5.14h).

At 02/2200 in exp. API, !� weakened and would dissipate shortly. The cell southeast

of !� was also short-lived (it would dissipate 45 min later). !� intensified in the last hour.

A new cell, !
, formed ahead of !� at this time. Another new cell, !	, also formed in the

southern extremities of the domain (Fig. 5.15). Although the results in exps. API20, API40,

and API80 were qualitatively similar to those in exp. API, the counterparts of !�, !
 and

the cell southeast of !� in exps. API20 and API80 were embedded within the 1 mm h��

contour (except in exp. API40). !� in exp. API80 was more intense, due to the stronger

PIMS from �� (Fig. 5.15a-d). Exp. APIHALF had qualitatively similar results as in exp.

API except that a cell south of !� appeared in exp. APIHALF 15 minutes earlier than in

exps. API, API20, API40, and API80 (Fig. 5.15a-e). !	 also formed in exp. APIHALF, but

it was located further westward than in exp. API. In exp. APIMOVES2, the results were

similar to those in exp. API, except that the new location of �� suppressed convection at

where it should happen, and displaced convection more to the east, at the periphery of ��

(Fig. 5.15a,f). The results in exp. HOM31 were similar to those in exp. APIHALF (Fig.

5.15e,g). At this time, convection had still not started yet in exp. HOM50 (Fig. 5.15h).
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At 02/2300, new convective cells appeared on the eastern flank of �� in exp. API. A

multi-cellular complex developed in the southern part of the domain. Also, another multi-

cellular complex developed in the northwest corner of the domain as well (Fig. 5.16a).

Exps. API20 and API40 produced similar results as exp. API, but the convective cell on the

western (northen part) flank of �� in exp. API40 was less intense as a result of a weaker

PIMS from �� (Fig. 5.16a-c). In exp. API80, the convective cell on the western (northen

part) flank of �� did not appear at all due to a weaker PIMS from �� (Fig. 5.16d). In

exp. APIHALF, there were some major different results as compared to exp. API (Fig.

5.16a,e). For example, the multi-cellular complex in the northern part of the domain in

exp. APIHALF was larger than that of exp. API and consisted of more convective cells.

However, the multi-cellular complex in the southern part of the domain was not as well

developed in exp. APIHALF. The results in exp. APIMOVES2 were a cross between exp.

API (northern part of the domain) and exp. HOM31 (southern part of the domain) (Fig.

5.16a,f,g). Although there was a multi-cellular complex in the southern part of the domain

in exp. HOM31, it was quite different than that of exp. API (Fig. 5.16a,g). As for exp.

HOM50, convection finally started by this time, but different than the other experiments.

In particular, just like exp. HOM50 in Case 9808726, convection was very localized and

confined to a small region in the domain.

The wind shear and CAPE in Case 990802 were smaller than those of Case 980726,

thus explaining convection being more disorganized in Case 990802. For example, in exp.

API for Case 990802, the wind shear for the lowest 6-km and the CAPE at 02/1800 were

6.1 m s�� and 940 J kg��, respectively, somewhat smaller than the corresponding values of

Case 980726’s exp. API at the same time (13.4 m s�� and 1240 J kg��).

The grid 3 domain-averaged surface latent and sensible heat fluxes in Case 990802

were similar to those in Case 9808726 (Fig. 5.17a,b). The highest (lowest) grid 3 domain-

averaged SLHF was in exp. HOM50 (APIHALF). Naturally, the highest (lowest) grid 3
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domain-averaged SSHF was in exp. APIHALF (HOM50). The rest of the experiments fell

somewhere in between. Exp. HOM31 had slightly lower (higher) domain-averaged SLHF

(SSHF) than experiments with heterogeneous SMI (except for exp. APIHALF).

In terms of domain-averaged CAPE in grid 3, the highest was in exp. HOM50 (due to

the large evapotranspiration), reaching a maximum value close to 2200 J/kg. The lowest

CAPE was in exp. APIHALF, reaching a maximum value close to 1200 J/kg. The remainder

of the experiments fell between the two extremes, but they were closer to exp. APIHALF

(Fig. 5.17c). A time series of the grid 1 temperature at the lowest �-level at a point closest

to �� shows that before 2100 UTC, 2 August, exp. HOM50 had the lowest temperature.

On the other hand, experiments with drier soils at that point, i.e., exps. APIHALF, API-

MOVES2, HOM31 had the highest temperatures within the same time window, with the

rest of the experiments falling somewhere between these two extremes. Similar results hold

for Case 980726 (Figs. 4.17c and 4.18).

The lowest grid 3 domain-averaged precipitation rate was in exp. HOM50 due to a

delay in the onset of convection and in confined areas of the domain (Fig. 5.19a). Exp.

APIMOVES2 reached its maximum precipitation rate later than most experiments but it

had a higher maximum precipitation rate than all the other experiments. On the other hand,

exps. APIHALF and HOM31 reached their maximum precipitation rates the soonest. Exps.

API, API20, API40, and API80 had a similar precipitation rate trend, reaching a peak

precipitation rate at the same time as exp. APIMOVES2, but at a lower value. In terms

of accumulated precipitation, the lowest was in exp. HOM50 for reasons just explained,

and the highest was in exp. HOM31, and the rest of the experiments were between these

two ranges, but closer to exp. HOM31 (Fig. 5.19b). In particular, the 12-h precipitation

accumulation for the heterogeneous SMI experiments had slightly lower values than exp.

HOM31.
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5.4 Discussion

To determine how well RAMS performed in terms of accumulated precipitation, we show

the accumulated precipitation from exps. API, APIMOVES2, and HOM31 and compare the

results with the 4-km precipitation data from the GCIP archive (Fig. 5.20). The position of

the precipitation band at the southern part of the domain was captured better by exps. API

and APIMOVES2 (i.e., experiments with heterogeneous SMI). Exp. HOM31 had placed

that band in the southern part of the domain too far west. The reason is that the soil mois-

ture anomaly �� suppressed convection over its area in exps. API and APIMOVES2 and

favored convection at its periphery (to the east). However, the observed precipitation in

the northeastern part of the domain was not captured well in any of the experiments. As

in Case 980726, convection was suppressed over moist soil, but occurred preferentially

around the peripheries of the wet soil moisture anomalies. The simulations in Case 990802

did not perform as well as those in Case 980726. In Case 990802, the simulated system

was too small in size and too far to the west. At least in Case 980726, RAMS was able to

reproduce a cloud shield of similar size, shape and location as compared to observations,

even though the precipitation was not well simulated. Nevertheless, we can use this case to

see the similarities and differences between Case 980726 and Case 990802.

We saw the same effect in Case 990802 when the soil moisture initialization was

smoothed. First, the PIMSs associated with the smaller soil moisture anomalies weak-

ened or disappeared with smoothing of the SMI. This can lead to an underestimation of

convection initiated by the smaller soil moisture anomalies (e.g., ��). Second, the PIMSs

associated with the larger soil moisture anomalies strengthened with the smoothing of the

SMI for the reasons mentioned in Chapter 4. The magnitudes in perturbations of sea-level

pressure, horizontal wind, and vertical motion associated with the soil moisture anomalies

in Case 990802 were similar in magnitude to those in Case 980726. In addition, the SLHF,
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Bowen ratio and the elevation in dewpoint for the soil moisture anomalies in Case 990802

were similar also in magnitude to those in Case 980726.

Just as in Case 980726, convection in Case 990802 was suppressed over moist soil

areas, and convection tended to occur on the periphery of the soil moisture anomalies.

However, convection was more disorganized and short-lived in Case 990802, unlike in

Case 980726 where convective cells were organized into a convective line. Much like Case

980726, relocating �� in exp. APIMOVES2 for Case 990802 suppressed convection over

��, but favored convection around ��’s periphery (Fig. 5.14). Since the convective cells in

Case 990802 were short-lived, they had less time in interacting with �� as in Case 980726.

So, we did not see the convective cells tracking around ��.

Case 990802 followed similar trends in the grid 3 domain-averaged time series in

SLHF, SSHF, and CAPE as compared to Case 980726. Experiments with drier soil had

lower (higher) SLHF (SSHF) and a higher surface temperature (Figs. 4.17, 4.18, 5.17,

5.18). Even though exp. HOM50 in Case 980726 and Case 990802 had a lower surface

temperature over ��, the higher SLHF contributed more in increasing the CAPE. This again

supports Pielke (2001)’s contention that higher SLHF compensates for the lowering of the

surface temperature in increasing the CAPE as in exp. HOM50, and not that of Pan et al.

(1996). However, as in Case 980726, convection in exp. HOM50 for Case 990802 was

delayed and had the least domain-averaged accumulated precipitation. Although wetter

soil delayed convection, but the maximum upward motion was larger just before convection

started for the wetter soil experiments. In exps. HOM50, API, and HOM31, the maximum

upward motion at 700-hPa just before significant convection started was 6, 4.5, and 4 m

s��, respectively. We also found similar trend in Case 980726.

Generally, Case 990802 had a similar pattern of grid 3 domain-averaged precipitation

as Case 980726. Maximum precipitation rate occurred sooner over drier soil, while over
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very moist soil (i.e., exp. HOM50) convection was delayed and exhibited lower domain-

averaged precipitation in terms of instantaneous rate and accumulation, consistent with

Case 980726. However, using �� to suppress convection as in exp. APIMOVES2, the re-

sults were quite different. In Case 980726, the effect of relocating �� resulted in reducing

the overall precipitation (in terms of rate and accumulation), but in Case 990802, it actually

increased the rate of precipitation (domain-average), but not the accumulation. Therefore,

although large-scale forcing is of primary importance in providing the favorable environ-

ment for convection to develop, the distribution of the soil moisture has tremendous impact

in determining the exact location in which convection initiates and develops.
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02/2045

a

02/2045

b

Figure 5.1 Satellite imagery from the NCEP/AWS Infrared Global Geostationary
Composite provided by the Global Hydrology Resource Center: a) 2045
UTC, 2 August; c) 2215 UTC, 2 August; e) 2345 UTC, 2 August; g) 0145
UTC, 3 August; i) 0345 UTC, 3 August, 1999. Composite radar reflectiv-
ity (dBZ) from the National Weather Service, provided by the Global
Hydrology Resource Center: b) 2045 UTC, 2 August; d) 2215 UTC, 2
August; f) 2345 UTC, 2 August; h) 0145 UTC, 3 August; j) 0345 UTC, 3
August, 1999.
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Figure 5.1 Continued.
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Figure 5.1 Continued.
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Figure 5.1 Continued.
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Figure 5.1 Continued.
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a

b

Figure 5.2 a) Nested grid setup for Case 990802 in RAMS with grids 1
and 2; b) nested grid setup in RAMS for Case 990802 with grids 2
and 3.
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Figure 5.3 From the RUC analysis interpolated to RAMS grid 1 for Case 990802
at 02/1200: a) sea-level pressure (contour intervals of 2 hPa) superposed
with wind vectors at the lowest σz level; b) 850-hPa equivalent potential
temperature (contour intervals of 5 K) superposed with 850-hPa wind vec-
tors; c) 400-hPa potential vorticity (with contour intervals of 0.25 PVU)
superposed with 400-hPa wind vectors. Insets represent the scale of the

wind vectors in m s-1.
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Figure 5.4 a) Skew T-log p diagram for temperature (oC), dew point temperature

(oC), and wind (m s-1) at 1200 UTC, 02 August 1999 at Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma. A full (half) barb is 5 (2.5) m s-1. Data was obtained at
NCAR mass storage. b) Map indicating the location (‘X’) where sound-
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Figure 5.5 Volumetric soil moisture (m3 m-3) derived from the API method for
1200 UTC, 2 August, 1999. This particular soil moisture was not used
due to the small value of soil moisture and lack of heterogeneities.
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Figure 5.6 Initial volumetric soil moisture (m3 m-3) in grid 3 for exp. a) API;
b) API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF; f) APIMOVES2 for
Case 990802. These fields were taken from Case 980726 but rotated
counterclockwise.
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exp. API in Case 990802 at 03/0000 in grid 1.
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Figure 5.8 Case 990802 cloud top temperature in grid 2 for exp. API at a) 02/
2345; b) 03/0145 for exp. API.
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aAPI API20 b

API40 c API80 d

Figure 5.9 RAMS grid 3 surface latent heat flux (W m-2) in Case 990802 at 02/
1600 for exp. a) API; b) API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF; f)
APIMOVES2; g) HOM31; h) HOM50.
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Figure 5.9 Continued.
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Figure 5.10 RAMS grid 3 Bowen ratio (SSHF divided by SLHF) in Case
990802 at 02/1600 for exp. a) API; b) API20; c) API40; d) API80; e)
APIHALF; f) APIMOVES2; g) HOM31; h) HOM50.
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Figure 5.10 Continued.
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Figure 5.11 RAMS grid 3 dew point temperature at the lowest σz level above

ground (at contour intervals of 0.5o C) in Case 990802 at 02/1800 for exp.
a) API; b) API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF; f) APIMOVES2; g)
HOM31; h) HOM50.
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Figure 5.12 Same as Fig. 4.11 but for Case 990802 at 02/1800.
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Figure 5.14 RAMS grid 3 precipitation rate (at contour intervals of 1, 5, 10, 20 ,

40, 80 and 120 mm h-1 at 02/2100 in Case 990802 for exp. a) API; b)
API20; c) API40; d) API80; e) APIHALF; f) APIMOVES2; g) HOM31;
h) HOM50. Dashed contour represents initial volumetric soil moisture at
50% saturation.
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Figure 5.15  Same as Fig. 5.14 but at 02/2200.
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Figure 5.16  Same as Fig. 5.14 but at 02/2300.
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Figure 5.17 Time series of grid 3 domain-averaged a) surface latent heat flux (W

m-2); b) surface sensible heat flux (W m-2); c) convective available poten-

tial energy (CAPE, J kg-1) in Case 990802. Exp. API is represented by
the solid curve. Symbols for the other experiments are indicated in the
figure.
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Figure 5.17 Continued.
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Figure 5.18 a) Grid 1 for Case 990802; b) time series of temperature (oC) at the
lowest σz-level in grid 1 for the various experiments in Case 990802 over
the location marked ‘X’ in (a). Solid curve in (a) is for exp. API, and the
symbols for the other experiments are indicated in the legend.
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Figure 5.19 Time series of grid 3 domain-averaged a) precipitation rate (mm h-1); b) accumulated
precipitation (mm) in Case 990802. Exp. API is represented by the solid curve. Symbols
for the other experiments are indicated in the figure.
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Figure 5.20 3-h accumulated precipitation (mm) from 02/2100 to 03/0000 in
Case 990802 for a) exp. API in grid 3; b) exp. APIMOVES2 in grid 3;
c) exp. HOM31 in grid 3; b) 4-km GCIP precipitation database.
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Chapter 6

Unresolved Issues, Summary, and Future Work

6.1 Unresolved Issues

There were several issues that were not discussed in the previous chapters. First, what

would happen if the model were to start a day earlier? Since the soil moisture distribution

would affect the boundary layer structure, the evolution of the convection would be dif-

ferent. Second, the effects of vegetation were not explored. Provided that the plants are

not stressed, can the heterogeneities in vegetation distribution generate PIMSs to the same

order of magnitude as those from heterogeneities in soil moisture distribution? Third, since

convection tends not to occur over wetter soil, does the soil moisture distribution become

homogenized and the soil moisture gradient become reduced over time?

6.1.1 Starting the model one day earlier

To test the effects of starting the model one day earlier, we chose Case 980726. We initial-

ized the model with NCEP analysis on 1200 UTC, 25 July 1998, and used the same model

physics, soil moisture initialization and LAI as in exp. API (Case 980726). We named this

experiment as exp. API-24h. Precipitation between 25/1200 and 26/1200 altered the soil

moisture distribution, especially in the northwestern part of the domain and west of ��.

Nevertheless, larger soil moisture anomalies (i.e., �� and ��) can still be identified (Fig.
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6.1 and 4.5a). At 26/1200, a comparison of the sounding at a point over �� between exps.

API and API-24h reveals that the surface air temperature in exp. API-24h was almost 4 �C

colder than that in exp. API (21.9 versus 25.7 �C, Fig. 6.2). This is not surprising since ��

has an extra 24 h to act in exp. API-24h to cool the surface. In addition, there was a shallow

inversion layer at the surface in exp. API-24h which was absent in exp. API.

As a result of the altered soil moisture distribution, the SLHF in exp. API-24h was

different from that of exp. API at 26/1600 (Figs. 4.5a, 4.8a, 6.1, and 6.3). So, exp. API-24h

had more areas of high SLHF (thus more areas of cooler surface). therefore, convection

was less likely to develop. In fact, convection did not develop at the corresponding times as

in exp. API (Figs. 4.13a, 4.14a, 4.15a and 6.4). Furthermore, significant convective activity

was delayed by 3 h in exp. API-24h. The preferred location of convection was along the

periphery of the wet soil moisture wedge in the western part of the domain. Due to the

altered soil moisture distribution and atmospheric conditions (as a result of starting the

experiment one day earlier), RAMS was unable to reproduce a MCS at the proper location.

However, by 27/0100, RAMS did produce a quasi-circular cloud shield, but it was much

smaller than the observed system and only covered the western Texas panhandle region

(Figs. 4.1e and 6.5). This shows that even on a short time scale of 24 h, the soil moisture

distribution can alter the boundary layer structure and subsequent soil moisture distribution

(through soil moisture- convection feedback process) such that the solution of a numerical

experiment can be substantially different.

6.1.2 Effects of vegetation

We used the NDVI dataset to infer the LAI in order to better represent the vegetation char-

acteristics. Note that the heterogeneities in vegetation were not as dramatic as in soil mois-

ture. There was not a vegetation patch with a LAI of 6 adjacent to a patch of LAI of 1
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(Fig. 3.2). To test the effects of heterogeneous vegetation, we conducted an additional ex-

periment (exp. HOM50B) for Case 980726 in which we replaced the LAI in grid 3 with

homogeneous values (obtained by averaging grid 3 LAI) in exp. HOM50. In exp. HOM50

(Table 4.3), with the soil moisture at 50% saturation, the SRF is essentially one (i.e., the

stomata is completely open). Therefore, plants are not under stress and we can infer the

effects of vegetation by using exp. HOM50B as a baseline. At 26/1800, a difference field of

sea-level pressure, vertical motion and horizontal wind vector at the lowest �-level reveals

only small differences between HOM50 and HOM50B (Fig. 6.6). Although somewhat

quantitatively different, the precipitation in exp. HOM50B was qualitatively similar to that

in exp. HOM50 (Figs. 4.13h, 4.14h, 4.15h and 6.7).

Shaw et al. (1997) performed sensitivity studies to determine the effects of hetero-

geneities in soil moisture and vegetation in a numerical experiment of a Great Plains dry-

line. In that case, the LAI was not permitted to exceed 3, so the heterogeneities in vegeta-

tion in this study were comparable to those of Shaw et al. (1997) (see Fig. 3.2). Shaw et al.

(1997) found the soil moisture heterogeneities to be a first order effect, while the vegetation

heterogeneities to be a second order effect. So, our results were similar to those of Shaw

et al. (1997) since soil moisture played a more important role. However, if we impose more

drastic heterogeneities in vegetation, it might be possible to produce similar magnitudes of

PIMSs from vegetation heterogeneities as seen from soil moisture heterogeneities.

6.1.3 Soil moisture-moist convection feedback

As in the 2D experiments from Emori (1998), our results indicate that convection tends not

to occur over wetter soil but preferentially over drier soil, either on the periphery of the

larger soil moisture anomalies or between two soil moisture anomalies (due to collision of

the PIMSs). This is a negative feedback between moist convection and wet soil anomalies.
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For convective events, Emori (1998) argued that i) drier soil areas would be wetter over

time and ii) wetter soil areas would be drier over time. According to Emori, the locations

of dry/wet soil would oscillate with time, but he did not provide a time scale for this oscil-

lation. Emori’s arguments seem reasonable. However, Emori only showed results for 20

days, and those results did not indicate the vacillations between wet and dry soil anomalies,

but the persistence of the wet soil moisture anomalies on the time scale of a week or more.

We extended exp. API (Table 4.3) in Case 980726 to two days. Due to the computational

expenses involved, we stopped the experiment at model day 2. At 24 h, we found that soil

moisture gradients (at the near surface layer) to be reduced due to the convective precipi-

tation in the formerly drier soil areas, but larger soil moisture anomalies (i.e., �� and ��)

could still be identified (Fig. 6.8a). Not much precipitation occurred between 24 h and 48

h, so by 48 h, some of the formerly wet soil areas (in the near surface layer) have dried out,

due to surface soil water percolating to deeper levels (Fig. 6.8b) . Nevertheless, even at 48

h, larger soil moisture anomalies (�� and ��) still retained their signatures.

We would have liked to extend our runs to longer time duration and prove or disprove

and/or refine Emori’s findings, and determine the time scale of the memory of soil mois-

ture anomalies of �100 km in scale. However, as mentioned earlier, we were limited by

our computational resources (one model hour took 4-6 wall clock hours). The numerical

experiments in this study were conducted on a single-processor (linux platform). We did

not run our experiments in parallel machines (which could speed up the runs significantly)

because the nesting “bug” fix was not implemented in the parallel version of RAMS, but

only in the sequential version of the code. In the original version of RAMS, when the fine

grid values are interpolated back to the coarse grid, the reference state coarse grid density

is used in the normalization:
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where the overbar represents the reference state, the subscripts % and 
 represent the coarse

and fine grids, respectively, and # is an arbitrary scalar, �� is time step size, and $ is the air

density. To be mathematically consistent, it is clear that the normalization should use the

fine grid density:
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Because density is a diagnosed quantity from temperature and pressure, the fine grid aver-

aged air density may not necessary be equal to the coarse grid value:
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where � is the pressure, �� is the dry air gas constant, and & is the temperature. In the

presence of steep orography, the discrepancy between �$� and the average of �$�
����� could be

substantial and the errors could propagate at each time step, leading to unrealistic results. In

some cases, the interpolated coarse grid value can exceed those of the fine grid, leading to

numerical instability. The above fix alleviates this problem. Scot Rafkin of San Jose State

University is credited with the discovery of the “bug”. He provided a more complicated

“bug” fix, but the simpler fix in the above was found to work the best.

Despite the short duration of model runs, we found that moist convection and wet soil

moisture do exhibit a negative feedback as in Emori (1998), especially for the soil moisture

anomaly of �100 km in size (i.e., ��, Fig. 4.5a). A conceptual feedback diagram is pre-

sented in Fig. 6.9. The feedback works as follows. First, convective precipitation falls over
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an area, creating a wet soil anomaly. Second, because of the partitioning of the SSHF and

SLHF, the wet soil is cooler than its surroundings, inducing PIMSs. Next, a divergent wind

anomaly (associated with the PIMSs) flows outward from the wet soil moisture anomaly.

As this divergent wind encounters the ambient wind along the wet soil moisture periphery,

convergence ensues (if the ambient wind has a component from the opposite direction of

the divergent wind anomaly). The convergence leads to upward vertical motion and con-

vection along the periphery of the wet soil anomaly. Convective precipitation then falls

along the periphery of the wet soil anomaly, avoiding the interior of the wet soil moisture

anomaly. Because of the reduced surface temperature over the wet soil moisture anomaly,

the likelihood of convection is reduced. Over time, the drier soil along the wet soil mois-

ture periphery becomes wetter, and the soil moisture distribution is homogenized and the

gradients reduced. It is conjectured that if our runs were extended to several weeks, we

may not see the oscillations of the positions of wet and dry soil anomalies, since Emori’s

2D idealized experiments were devoid of any synoptic-scale forcing. In addition, Emori

never explicitly demonstrated this oscillation in his paper. this oscillation in his paper.

6.2 Summary

We have performed sensitivity experiments of soil moisture initialization on the cloud-

resolving grid of two simulated MCSs- Case 980726 and Case 990802. The soil moisture

of the cloud-resolving grid (grid 3) was derived from the API method using a three-month

precipitation dataset at 4-km grid spacing (exp. API). For each set of experiments, we

smoothed the initial soil moisture of the cloud-resolving grid with Barnes (1964)’s objec-

tive analysis using a response amplitude of 0.5 and a cutoff wavelength of 20 (exp. API20),

40 (exp. API40), and 80 km (exp. API80). In addition, we halved the initial soil moisture

in grid 3 from exp. API (exp. APIHALF). A wet soil moisture anomaly (��) was displaced
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from its initial location to suppress convection (exp. APIMOVES2). Furthermore, we also

conducted two experiments with homogeneous soil moisture initialization in the cloud re-

solving grid at 31% (exp. HOM31) and 50% (exp. HOM50) saturation. Our findings are

summarized below:

� Heterogeneities in soil moisture create physiographic-induced mesoscale systems

(PIMSs), analogous to sea breeze, through differential heating. Wetter soil was cooler

than the surrounding drier soil, thus an anomalous high pressure developed over the

wetter soil, and a divergent flow emanated from the wetter soil. As the divergent flow

encountered the ambient flow (with a component in the opposite direction from the

divergent wind) around the periphery of the wetter soil patch, low-level convergence

ensued. Thus, upward motion was enhanced around the periphery of wetter soil. This

was best exemplified by ��.

� In some instances, collision between PIMSs provided regions of convergence, lead-

ing to upward motion and moist convection.

� Larger soil moisture anomalies were more able to retain their signatures despite the

smoothing operation, and their associated perturbation fields in sea-level pressure,

low-level wind and vertical motion were more prominent.

� Smaller soil moisture anomalies were more easily smoothed out by the objective

analysis filter. As a result, smaller soil moisture anomalies were not well represented

in the smoothed soil moisture initialization (i.e., with cutoff wavelength of 80 km),

leading to underestimated PIMS and precipitation (associated with the PIMS) in exp.

API80 for both Case 980726 and Case 990802.

� The PIMSs generated by the larger soil moisture anomalies (�100 km in size) were

weakly dependent on the internal finer scale features. However, wet soil anomalies
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of 30-40 km in size were still able to trigger convection, contrary to 2-D idealized

simulations by Yan and Anthes (1988) in which they found strips of dry/moist land

of 100-200 (24 and 48) km in width were (were not) effective in initiating convec-

tive precipitation. Our results were more consistent with those of Chen and Avissar

(1994b) in which they found that even for land surface moisture discontinuity on the

order of 20 km, strong precipitation could still be produced. Thus, in explicit sim-

ulations of convection, the model initialization should resolve soil moisture patches

of tens of kilometers in size in order to well represent the PIMSs associated with the

soil moisture anomalies.

� Exp. HOM50 (relatively wet soil at 50% saturation in the entire cloud-resolving grid)

delayed convection and reduced the domain-averaged precipitation rate and accu-

mulation for Case 980726 and Case 990802. Previous research with models using

different convective parameterizations produced different results in terms of domain-

averaged accumulated precipitation in wet soil regimes (e.g., Gallus and Segal 2000).

This is the disadvantage of convective parameterization because of the different clo-

sures and grid-spacing dependencies in different schemes. Therefore, modelers using

convective parameterization should be cautious when encountering wet soil regimes.

� Pielke (2001) noted that although wetter soil increases latent heat flux into the atmo-

sphere, raising the CAPE, deep convection may be more difficult due to the reduced

sensible heat flux. However, Chen et al. (2001a) suggested that if convection does

occur over wetter soil, it would be more severe and rain more heavily. We found

that just before significant convection started in exps. HOM50, API, and HOM31 for

Case 980726, the maximum upward motion in grid 3 at 700-hPa was 4.5, 3, 2.7 m

s��, respectively. A similar trend was also seen in Case 990802. Our findings seem

to confirm the ideas proposed by Pielke (2001) and Chen et al. (2001a).
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� Low-level convergence provided by a quasi-stationary front in Case 980726 and a

quasi-stationary front and a surface trough in Case 990802 provided a favorable

environment for the initiation of convection. Nevertheless, the distribution of soil

moisture influenced the location where convection occurred. Wet soil suppressed

convection, but around the periphery of wet soil moisture anomalies, vertical motion

and moist convection were enhanced. This is consistent with the idea of a negative

feedback between soil moisture and moist convection proposed by Emori (1998).

� The negative feedback between soil moisture and moist convection is different from

the positive feedback between soil moisture and precipitation in a baroclinic wave.

Using a 2D semi-geostrophic model, Castelli and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1995) found that

when the ascending-moist (descending-dry) areas the baroclinic wave developed on

top of a wetter (drier) soil, the frontal collapse was reached sooner and the estimated

precipitation higher. A conceptual diagram of the feedback between soil moisture

and moist convection is shown in Fig. 6.9.

� Long-lived convective cells interacted with larger soil moisture anomalies in which

the convective cells tended to track along the periphery of the larger wet soil mois-

ture anomalies. This effect was caused by enhanced convergence and upward motion

along the periphery of the wet soil moisture anomaly, serving as a focusing mecha-

nism for convection to develop.

6.3 Suggestions for Future Work

Although the Oklahoma Mesonet has the highest resolution (an average station spacing

of 50 km) in soil moisture measurement, there are missing data temporally and spatially

(at least for the time period in this study). Perhaps in the Mesonet archive, there exists a
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complete dataset at other times and one can investigate whether an anti-correlation exists

between soil moisture and convection over Oklahoma and prove, disprove, and/or refine

the theory of negative feedback in soil moisture and convective precipitation.

Besides conventional networks and remote sensing (e.g., low-frequency microwave

remote sensors), other options should be explored to retrieve and/or measure soil moisture,

for example, using an artificial neural network (ANN) to estimate soil moisture. Dr. Hongli

Jiang, a research scientist, in our group has been working with an ANN model to obtain a

better estimate of soil moisture. The ANN used by Jiang was originally developed in the

Department of Hydrology at the University of Arizona to infer precipitation from satellite

data (Hsu et al. 1997). Jiang has recently obtained some encouraging results with the ANN.

The ANN approach has great potential and has only attracted attention in the atmospheric

and oceanographic community recently (Hsieh and Tang 1998). Thus, there is much room

for research in the application of ANN to soil moisture estimation.

In this study, we were limited by computing resources and forced to choose quasi-

stationary MCSs in order to confine the MCS in the cloud-resolving grid. One could use

a larger domain to simulate non-stationary MCSs, e.g., for Great Plains MCSs that have

origins in the Rockies. For such cases, less organized convection begins over the Rockies

and the convective cells move east towards the Great Plains where they undergo “upscaling”

processes and develop into MCSs. Although the surface fluxes are more crucial during

the developmental stage of the MCS, the dynamics involved is nonlinear. It would be of

interest to investigate how the initial soil moisture affects the entire lifecycle of the MCS

with a large cloud-resolving grid. Also, the limited area of our cloud-resolving grid limits

the true influence of the PIMSs, making our results a bit more conservative. In addition,

the short duration of the experiments cannot adequately answer the question as to the time

scale of the memory of soil moisture anomalies of �100 km in size. When more powerful
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computing resources become available to the research community, we can afford to run

real-data cloud-resolving simulations over a much larger area and address these issues.

In both Case 980726 and Case 990802, large-scale forcing initiated convection (a

quasi-stationary front for Case 980726 and a surface trough and a quasi-stationary front for

Case 990802). It would be of interest to examine the sensitivity of soil moisture initializa-

tion in conjunction with various degrees of large-scale forcing. We have attempted to do so

by altering the low-level baroclinicity1 (the quasi-stationary front in Case 980726) with a

PV “surgery” technique (Huo et al. 1998, 1999; Zhang et al. 2002) based on the piecewise

PV inversion developed by Davis and Emanuel (1991). The advantage of this technique

is that for a given PV anomaly, the inverted mass and wind fields are balanced. Thus, the

model will not lose the altered initial conditions through excitation of gravity waves when

a PV anomaly is removed. However, the altering of the low-level baroclinicity was more

problematic than anticipated due to the difficulties in isolating the PV anomaly (associated

with the quasi-stationary front) and the non-local effects of the inversion. Nevertheless, the

piecewise PV inversion technique could still be employed to construct an idealized large-

scale balanced atmospheric initial condition, and the strength of the large-scale forcing can

be altered. For example, one can superpose inverted wind and mass fields associated with a

specified baroclinic zone (representing a quasi-stationary front) on top of a balanced zonal

background flow. We can vary the degree of baroclinicity to simulate the strength of the

quasi-stationary front. In both Case 980726 and 990802, upper-level PV anomalies did not

play a role, but for other MCSs, especially MCCs, upper-level PV anomalies often do play

a role. We can study the sensitivity of strength of upper-level PV anomalies by superpos-

ing inverted wind and mass fields associated with a specified upper-level PV anomaly and

altering the magnitudes of the inverted wind and mass fields.

1The surface potential temperature is considered a “surrogate” PV or PV embedded in an infinitesimally
thin layer (Hoskins et al. 1985).
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In this study, the heterogeneites in vegetation were not as drastic as those in soil

moisture. Future studies could impose more drastic heterogeneites in vegetation and test

whether the PIMSs generated by heterogeneites in vegetation can be similar in magnitude

to PIMSs generated by heterogeneites in soil moisture.
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Figure 6.1 Volumetric soil moisture (m3 m-3) at 2 cm below the
         surface in grid 3 for exp. API-24h in Case 980726 at 26/1200.
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Figure 6.2 a) Map indicating the location at which the sounding was taken in (b) and

(c). b) Skew T-log p diagram for temperature (oC), dew point temperature (oC),

and wind (m s-1) on 1200 UTC 26 July 1998 at ‘X’ in (a) for exp. API. A full

(half) barb is 5 (2.5) m s-1. c) Same as (b) but for exp.API-24h.
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Figure 6.3 As in Fig. 4.8a but for exp. API-24h in Case 980726 at 26/1600.
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Figure 6.4 As in Fig. 4.13a but for exp. API-24h at a) 26/1915; b) 26/2145;
c) 26/2300. Dashed contour represents the 50% saturation in soil
moisture at 26/1200.
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Figure 6.5 As in Fig.4.7a but for exp. API-24h in Case 980726 at 27/0100.
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HOM50-HOM50B
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Figure 6.6 As in Fig. 4.11a but for exp. HOM50-HOM50B in Case 980726 at 26/
1800. Exp. HOM50B is the same as exp. HOM50 except that the grid 3
LAI in exp. HOM50B has a homogeneous value of 2.9.
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Figure 6.7 As in Fig. 4.13a but for exp. HOM50B at a) 26/1915;
b) 26/2145; c) 26/2300.
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Figure 6.8 Volumetric soil moisture (m3 m-3) at 2 cm below the surface in
grid 3 for exp. API in Case 980726 at a) 27/1200; b) 28/1200.
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Figure 6.9 Conceptual diagram of soil moisture-moist convection feedback. “+”
and “-” symbols represent positive and negative feedbacks, respectively.
The soil moisture anomaly is assumed to be ~100 km in size.
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